ADAPTING TO CLIMATE CHANGE
Project Summary Report &
ACTION PLAN

The Castlegar Adapting to Climate Change Project was generously
supported through Columbia Basin Trust’s ‘Communities Adapting to
Climate Change’ initiative.
The goal of the initiative is to support the residents and communities of the Canadian
Columbia Basin to increase their adaptive capacity and resiliency related to climate change
impacts at a local community level.
Objectives
The initiative will meet the goal by supporting local governments to address climate change at
a local community level by:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Highlighting recent changes in climate and the implications these changes are having
now.
Increasing knowledge and understanding of future climate change scenarios for the
Columbia Basin.
Identifying the range of potential local biophysical, social, and economic impacts.
Assessing local sensitivities and vulnerabilities related to climate change (e.g.
infrastructure, health, emergency preparedness, social, culture, economic and
environmental planning areas).
ldentifying adaptation and mitigation priority areas and actions to increase adaptive
capacity and resiliency in these priority areas.
ldentifying opportunities resulting from climate change and adaptation actions to
enhance these opportunities without increasing greenhouse emissions.
Developing Implementation plans based on the identified actions.
Developing a system to monitor implementation.
Facilitating a learning network to ensure what is learned in the community projects is
shared across a host of Basin communities.
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Executive Summary
In the fall of 2010, the City of Castlegar began a year-long partnership with Columbia Basin Trust
(CBT) to prepare for the local impacts of climate change. The CBT ‘Communities Adapting to
Climate Change’ initiative supports community efforts to increase local adaptive capacity and
resiliency to climate change. Climate change adaptation is preparing for and responding at the
local level to potential impacts due to climate change. Adaptation is about being ready for a future
that is different from what the community has experienced in the past.
This report outlines Castlegar’s climate adaptation project, from the initial planning through to the
adaptation action plan. Climate change adaptation in Castlegar involved identifying potential
climate change impacts in the community, engaging the community to choose priority impact
areas, assessing local vulnerabilities and risks and developing a preparedness action plan.
We hope you learn from our story….
What is climate change adaptation?
Climate change adaptation varies among communities,
and can range from building capacity of (or upgrading)
infrastructure to accommodate more frequent and extreme
weather events to enhancing preparedness by developing
more sustainable practices and standards. Because
adaptation impacts many sectors, best practices research
indicates that integrating adaptation throughout
departments and beyond local governments enhances
effectiveness. The Castlegar project has made efforts to
integrate adaptation throughout City operations and in
collaboration with community organizations and residents.

Climate change adaptation
involves making adjustments in
our decisions, activities and
thinking in response to
observed and predicted changes
in climate. The goal is limiting
harm or reducing costs in the
long-term
while
taking
advantage of new opportunities.
Successful adaptation does not
mean that impacts will not
occur, only that they will be less
severe than experienced without
adaptive measures." (NRCAN
2007, Impacts to Adaptation:
Canada in a Changing Climate)

How is adaptation different from mitigation?
Commonly referred to in the media, climate change
mitigation is the act of reducing the production of
greenhouse gases that contribute to climate change.
Because the impacts of unchecked production of emissions
would likely overwhelm efforts to adapt, both mitigation
and adaptation are necessary for communities to fully deal
with the impacts of climate change. Mitigation can be conducted by both organizations and
individuals by reducing fossil fuel based energy use in homes, businesses and transportation. In
Castlegar, the automobile is responsible for 60.7 percent of the community’s 57,701 tonnes of
annual greenhouse gas emissions. The heating, cooling and lighting of buildings produces 33.5
percent and the annual emissions of solid waste decomposition is 5.7 percent. According to the
International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),1 mitigation may reduce the future concentration of
GHGs, but current levels that are already in the Earth’s atmosphere will continue to influence the
1

The IPCC is the leading international scientific body for the assessment of climate change, established by the UN to
provide a clear scientific view on climate change and its potential environmental and socio-economic consequences.
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climate for many decades. Adaptation is necessary to address the impacts of climate change that will
continue until well beyond any stabilization of CO2 emissions.
Sometimes mitigation and adaptation measures may conflict with one another. Using air conditioning
systems to protect urban populations against extreme heat waves would also contribute to increased
GHG emissions, unless non-fossil fuel power is used. However, mitigation and adaptation measures
have many co-benefits. This project focused on adaptation measures that have co-benefits by not
contributing to GHGs while, enhancing resiliency, sustainability and social well-being.

Figure 1: Intersection of adaptation & mitigation (www.toronto.ca/teo/climate_change_faq.htm).

Planned adaptation to climate change can be characterized by a range of objectives:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Building adaptive capacity involves developing the institutional and the community’s
capacity to respond effectively to climate change. This can range from
o gathering and sharing information (undertaking research, collecting and monitoring
data, and raising awareness through education and training initiatives)
o creating a supportive institutional framework (changing standards, legislation, and
best practice guidance, and developing appropriate policies, plans and strategies)
o creating supportive social structures (changing internal organisational systems,
developing personnel, or other resources to deliver the adaptation actions).
Taking action to reduce vulnerability to known climate risks
Taking advantage of positive opportunities
Off-setting losses by sharing or spreading the risks or losses (eg. through insurance)
Avoiding or reducing one’s exposure to, climate risks (eg. build new flood defences)
Exploit new opportunities (eg. change practices to take advantage of changing conditions).
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Castlegar’s story
The City of Castlegar spent nearly a year working with residents to explore potential climate change
impacts on the community and what actions might be taken to maintain community life in a changed
climate. The project focused on examining where the community is likely to be vulnerable to climate
changes and developing a course of action to protect the community against risks, while also
positioning the community to take advantage of opportunities.
The City of Castlegar was keen to make use of the findings and learning reflections of communities
that had already adopted adaptation measures. A study of best practices in adaptation planning
demonstrated the need for leadership, persistence and a broad knowledge of how municipal systems
are likely to interact with climate. With this base, the next best step was to devise appropriate
adaptation strategies and to ensure adaptation stays on the community’s agenda. It is critical to
illustrate that the local climate has already changed, and because climate change will likely continue
for the foreseeable future, adaptation will need to be ongoing. Some of the key features of the most
successful adapting communities engaged in adaptation planning embedded the following key
components in their projects:
•
•
•
•

Measures to increase public awareness of likely climate change impacts and to engage
stakeholders in identifying problems and solutions;
A review of historic climate trends and future projections for the specific geographic area and
an analysis of where and how major impacts are likely to occur;
Identification of a range of options for reducing vulnerability to climate change, including an
assessment of existing programs that create a foundation for an adaptation strategy; and
Developing a strategy and putting it into action. (Cities Preparing for Climate Change: A Study
of Six Urban Regions - http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/pdf/cities_climate_change.pdf)

Through a variety of engagement methods, the community, citizen-based steering committee and
City staff collaboratively identified the topics of municipal infrastructure, water resources and local
food & agriculture as critical issues in terms of climate change impacts.
Collaboration
As a Phase 2 community of CBT’s ‘Communities Adapting to Climate Change’ initiative, Castlegar
worked closely with other communities involved in adaptation. The City benefited from much of the
learning shared by the Phase 1 communities of Kimberley and Elkford. Castlegar also collaborated
with the other Phase 2 communities of Rossland and Kaslo/ RDCK Area D in work-planning,
research and project scoping. The coordinators from each community held regular conference
calls to share learning, challenges and brainstorming.
The project was also well supported by CBT’s Technical Support Team (TST) - a diverse network of
experienced community development practitioners, researchers and technical experts. The TST
members brought to the project a wide range of expertise, from innovative stormwater
management and climate science research to community engagement and risk management.
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Integration
Simultaneous to the Adapting to Climate Change initiative, the City of Castlegar was also engaged
in an Integrated Community Sustainability Planning (ICSP) process. Focusing on land use and
infrastructure, Castlegar’s ICSP process has resulted in a review of the Official Community Plan
(OCP) and an Infrastructure Strategy.
1. OCP - Castlegar’s Official Community Plan review provided an update to the City’s longterm land use planning framework. The process outlined the community’s preferred
direction for development in the City by identifying vacant residential, commercial and
industrial lands and preferred development patterns.
2. Infrastructure Strategy - The purpose of the infrastructure strategy was to examine the
potential infrastructure requirements for water, sewer, stormwater and roads associated with
the OCP’s preferred land use scenario. The study also examined existing infrastructure
capacity for the water, sewer and stormwater systems.
3. Strategic Directions for Sustainability - Because of community interest in examining
Castlegar’s long term sustainability in terms beyond the scope of land use planning and
infrastructure, this document was developed in order to:
o Provide input and direction for other aspects of local government including subdivision
and development standards, zoning and capital projects.
o Provide input and broad direction for government agencies, community organizations,
business groups and residents.
o Summarize the input provided by the ICSP project’s focus groups and the public on the
following topics:
• Built Environment
• Health & Social
• Learning
• Housing
• Local Food & Agriculture
• Arts, Culture, Heritage

• Governance &
Partnerships
• Economic Development
• Energy
• Recreation & Leisure
• Natural Areas
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• Materials & Solid Waste
• Transportation
• Water
• Infrastructure
• Air Quality
• Climate Change
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A changing climate

How is climate change different from weather and variability? 2
The difference between weather and climate is a matter of time. Weather describes atmospheric
conditions that occur over short periods (minutes to days), while climate refers to atmospheric
dynamics over relatively long intervals (multiple years or many decades). Weather includes events
such as the passing of a thunderstorm, a hurricane, blizzard or a cold snap.
Climate is the statistical average of weather, generally over multiple years or decades. One
practical way to consider the difference between weather and climate is that weather helps us
determine what clothes to wear from day-to-day, or if we should pack a rain jacket. Climate
determines what crops we grow in a given region, and what types of plant communities we live in.
In many ways, understanding and predicting climate is more straightforward than understanding
and predicting weather. Weather is the result of multiple processes, some of which are random,
making weather difficult to predict. Climate forecasting focuses on longer-term patterns and
averages. Shorter-term
variations, such as the natural
phenomena of El Nina or the
Pacific Decadal Oscillation
and the accompanying
uncertainty of weather will
persist – cool summers or
heavy snow years will still
occur as the climate warms.
However climate change
would increase the probability
of warm days, hot and/or dry
spells, and many types of extreme weather events.
Forecasting climate

Being able to forecast the changing climate not only depends on the interaction among
characteristics of the climate, but also on the amount of GHGs released into the atmosphere.
Atmospheric concentrations of GHGs is determined by gases released both from human and
natural sources and by their removal through sinks, which mainly include vegetative photosynthesis.
The climate reacts over long periods to influences upon it; many GHGs remain in the atmosphere
for thousands of years. A wide range of impacts attributed to climate change are projected for the
future. Even if GHG concentrations were kept constant at the year 2000 levels, some warming and
rise in sea level would continue for many centuries due to the persistent nature of GHGs.

2

Extracted from University of Wyoming “ASSESSING THE FUTURE OF WYOMING’S WATER RESOURCES - Adding Climate
Change to the Equation” http://adaptationresources.pbworks.com/f/UofW-WaterResources_final.pdf
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Introduction - Welcome to Castlegar’s project
Climate change adaptation enables communities to prepare a local response to the anticipated
impacts of climate change. Castlegar set out the following project goal:
to enable the City to anticipate how climate changes will affect the community and
develop a plan of action to ensure resilience
A central principle to climate change adaptation planning is a blank canvas: no single approach or
template is required to prepare for or to develop an action plan. The needs and priorities identified
through community engagement and the best available science guide a sound approach for
communities. Within this open landscape, however, are the following key steps suggested by CBT for
successful adaptation planning. The following sections describe how Castlegar followed and refined the
suggested approach.

Step 1: Get Started
1.1 Establish a local steering committee
The City was fortunate enough to be guided by a team of active volunteers in the community to
shape the process and determine how best to engage residents. The Steering Committee’s role was
to provide local knowledge and expertise and to increase public involvement by promoting the
project through their networks. The Steering Committee also guided the process by identifying issues
and assessing priorities.
Several stakeholder groups were targeted so as to involve a range of local individuals able to
leverage existing networks and represent as wide a range of viewpoints as possible, and included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

seniors
youth
small business
social services
real estate
development
community

• community food
security
• Chamber of
Commerce
• Citizen Conservation
Council
• geotechnical
engineering

• Castlegar ICSP
(Integrated
Community
Sustainability
Planning) Focus
Group

Representatives from City Council and staff from the Development Services, Transportation & Civic
Works and the Fire Departments also periodically assisted the Steering Committee.
1.2 Develop a work plan
In the early stages, a work-planning session was organized in collaboration with CBT consultants,
Technical Support Team members and the Rossland and Kaslo/Area D project representatives to
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learn about available technical support and to establish desired outcomes along a preliminary
timeline. 3 The following process goals were identified at the outset of the project:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Climate change awareness in the community
Stronger partnerships and networks between the City, local organizations and residents
Building climate expertise of City staff to climate change impacts and adaptation
Build a strong group of volunteers to guide the project
Conduct a case study “PIEVC vulnerability assessment” of the stormwater system
Develop a climate change adaptation action plan
Integrate adaptation into the OCP review and other City plans and policies

1.3 Establish project partners
Engineers Canada is the national body regulating the practice of engineering in Canada and ensure
standards of professional qualifications and practice. The engineering profession is recognizing that
the changing climate is exposing infrastructure to conditions beyond original design parameters.
Engineers traditionally rely on historical data to design long-lasting, safe and reliable infrastructure.
Climate change means they must develop new design and operational practices to withstand the
new climate conditions. As a first step, Engineers Canada is conducting case study evaluations of
four categories of infrastructure to the impacts of climate change: buildings; roads and associated
structures (culverts, bridges, etc.); stormwater and wastewater treatment systems; and water
management infrastructures. The case study findings will contribute to a review of amendments to
design, operation and maintenance codes, standards and practices.
Engineers Canada approached the City to apply the “PIEVC” or Public Infrastructure Engineering
Vulnerability Committee Protocol (‘the Protocol’) to evaluate the resilience of the stormwater system
to climate change. The Protocol is step-by-step process of risk assessment and engineering analysis
for evaluating the impact of climate change on infrastructure. The recommendations derived from
the Protocol provided a framework for the City to effectively apply climate change adaptation to
stormwater infrastructure operations, maintenance, planning and development. 4
PCIC, or the Pacific Climate Impacts Consortium is a multidisciplinary collaboration of government
labs and academic research organizations that carry out applied research, provide climate
information for communities. The researchers at PCIC provided the necessary climate projections for
the project’s stormwater case study.
Urban Systems is the local engineering firm responsible for conducting the PIEVC case study, or
the engineering assessment to verify the resilience of the stormwater system.
Local coordinator The project was coordinated part time by a City of Castlegar staff member who
organized project events, outreach, communications, research and managed the subcontracted
engineering assessment.

3
4

See Appendix 1 for Castlegar’s workplan.
See Appendix 5 for the subproject report (stormwater vulnerability assessment)
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Step 2: Learn about climate change
The City was fortunate enough to undertake the project at a time when the debate around
climate change was becoming more nuanced and evolving past the question of whether or not it
is occurring, to discussions around the degree of projected changes. Across the province and
throughout the world, many political, business and community leaders are already working to
understand and prepare for the consequences of climate change.
2.1 Seek out local knowledge and observations
Residents were asked to share stories of observations from backyards to the backcountry that may
be related to climate change. Here is a sample of some of the stories:
“I sense that the climate is quaking, like the earth does, that it is shifting as it always has
and always will and I don't trust it not to freeze or roast me unexpectedly so I try to give
witness, to be watchful, to do the least amount of damage to Earth as I can, and mostly I
fail magnificently. But once in a while I almost succeed.”
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We had winters where our street looked like a tunnel; the snow banks were so high!
We used to skate across the frozen Columbia River!
A lot less snow storage, fire seasons getting worse every year!
The summertime highs have increased in temperature.
The pine beetle, of course, taking over the pine forests because the winters no longer
get cold enough to kill them.
The birch trees have been dying out.
I live near Bloomer Creek - we used to have way more water flowing during spring
runoff, than we have had in the past years
I have noticed a decrease in butterflies and honey bees.
More plants from zone 6-8 [cantaloupe, watermelon, etc] can be grown in my garden.
There may be fewer songbirds; the morning chorus is not as loud and varied as it used
to be. But that could be a result of aging ears or too many cats in the neighbourhood.

2.1 Research historical information & obtain climate projections5
The literature for climate change in the Columbia Basin mostly agrees on the following
implications: receding glaciers, earlier runoff and reduced late summer streamflow, all mainly
due to a rise in temperature and to a lesser extent to the change in the pattern of precipitation.
According to diverse authors, these changes could:
•
•

Increase the risk of drought and fire
Decrease water availability in summer, which may aggravate and create conflict between
uses including hydropower (Canadian and US needs), irrigation, municipal, fisheries and
ecosystems

5

Climate Change Impacts and Adaptation in the Canadian Columbia River Basin: A Literature Review.
http://adaptationresources.pbworks.com/f/Columbia%20Basin%20Literature%20Review%20Final%20Version.pdf; From
Impacts to Adaptation: Canada in a Changing Climate 2007 http://adaptation.nrcan.gc.ca/assess/2007/ch8/1_e.php
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase the risks of flooding during winter due to increased precipitation as rain and
earlier peak runoffs
Increase risk from Mountain Pine Beetle and other pests
Potentially increase agricultural productivity in the shorter term
Encourage changes in ecosystems and species migration towards the north and upslope
Decrease the availability of snow for winter tourism
Potentially decrease water quality (temperature increase, debris from landslides and forest
fires), which will affect aquatic life
Affect roads and infrastructure through extreme weather events, increased erosion and
flooding
Endanger human health through extreme weather events and a more suitable warmer
climate for disease development

Climate modeling6
Climate projections are produced by mathematical representations of the earth’s climatic system
using Global Climate Models or GCMs. These models represent the physical landscape by
linking the atmosphere, ocean, land and biosphere both vertically and horizontally in a series of
three-dimensional grid boxes that partition the earth into layers and grids. The scale and the
number of those boxes are limited by the computer power available to carry out the
computations. GCMs have grid box resolutions in the order of 100 km to 500 km on a side,
while Regional Climate Models (RCMs) have a resolution between 5 km and 100 km.
PCIC develops high resolution illustrative climate scenarios by downscaling low-resolution GCMs with
high resolution historical temperature & precipitation observations (see figures in following pages).
GCMs were used to generate 3 scenarios representing a combination of different rates of GHG and
model response. The scenarios for each of the time slices may be thought of as optimistic (10th
percentile), middle of the road (50th percentile) and pessimistic (90th percentile) projections. This
procedure is a useful first approximation for education and visualization purposes.
Uncertainties of future climate 6
The uncertainties affecting climate change are biophysical and socio-economic. Biophysical
uncertainties include interactions between the oceans, atmosphere and biosphere. Socio-economic
uncertainties include the economy, technology, population and society. These uncertainties can
interact for example, where greenhouse gas emissions alter the climate and biosphere, (i.e. crop
productivity), which then affect human systems (i.e. crop-dependent economies). Accurately forecasting
climate is not possible because the technological, political and economic drivers of future emissions
scenarios cannot be predicted, but may be estimated for a wide range of possibilities. The climate
models themselves also contribute to uncertainty.

6

Technical Paper 5: Assessing Future Climate Risks - http://content.undp.org/go/cms-service/stream/asset/?
asset_id=2200852
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Changing Stream and River Flows
Research shows lower water levels in streams during the summer and higher levels in the winter.
Between 1984 and 1995, spring runoff occurred 20 days earlier than it did between 1970 and
1983.
Melting Glaciers
Glaciers have shrunk on average 16 per cent based on a 15-year period ending in 2000. The
Slocan and Bull River watersheds lost 47 per cent and 60 per cent respectively of total ice area.
Temperature Changes
Observational data demonstrates that accelerated temperature changes are already affecting the
Columbia Basin. In the last century the average temperature in the Basin has increased by 1.5 degrees
Celcius; most of this warming has happened in the last 30 to 50 years. Summers are getting a little
warmer, but winters are getting a lot warmer.

Figure 2: Temperature - past and future

More Rain, More Snow
Results from five Basin weather stations indicated an increased rainfall of up to 45 per cent
between 1913 to 2002. The greatest reduction in snowpack is at lower elevations. Research has
shown that between 1950 and 1997, snowpack declined by 20 to 40 per cent in the entire
Columbia Basin.
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Figure 3: Precipitation - past and future

Table 1: Climate profile for Castlegar
ANNUAL

Climate element

Average temperature
Average precipitation
- total (mm)

Recent climate
‘normals’ (airport
weather station)

Past
trends
in the
Basin

(1961-1990)

(1913 2002)

By 2020s

By 2050s

By 2080s

8.3 oC

+1.4oC

+0.9oC

+1.9oC

+2.7oC

(+0.6 to +1.3)

(+1.2 to +2.8)

(+1.7 to 4.4)

731.9

+26%

- rainfall (mm)

533.2

+32%

- snowfall (cm)

224.6

-6%

Frost-free days
Growing degree days

Projected future change
In the Central Kootenays
(compared to 1961-1990)

120*
2038
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+3%

+5%

+6%

(0 to +6%)

(-2% to +9%)

(+2 to +11%)

-4%

-12%

-20%

(-1 to -11%)

(-3 to -18%)

(-8 to -36%)

+12

+25

+35

(+8 to19)

(+16 to 36)

(+21 to 57)

+160

+367

+500

(+90 to 240)

(+219 to 513)

(+320 to 900)
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Probabilities of extreme meteorological events, as events per year
[RCM/GCM] (from Table 1 – Climate Event Summary)
Definition

Present

Future

OBS

CRCM/CGCM3 HRM3/HadCM3 RCM3/CGCM3 RCM3/GFDL

total annual rainfall

P > 560 mm

0.967

0.972

0.970

0.970

0.970

extreme high rainfall

P > 32.8 mm/d

0.033

0.061

0.061

0.061

0.061

temperature extreme high

Tmax > 30ºC
7 days

0.633

0.638

0.636

0.636

0.636

Probabilities contʼd. (model only)
Tsurf: surface temperature; snd: snow depth; snm: snow melt
CRCM/CGCM3
Present

Future

rain on frozen ground

P > 6 mm/3h
Tsurf<0
no snowfall

0.061

0.182

rain on snow

P > 8 mm/3h
T>0
snd>10cm

0.033

0.122

rapid snow melt

snm > 9 mm/3h

1.671

1.094

Model percentiles and extremes
[RCM/GCM]
CRCM/CGCM3
3hr precipitation
[mm/d]
1%
5%
50%
95%
99%
present 100y event
[y]
radiation
[W m-2]
1%
5%
50%
95%
99%
present 100y event
[y]

HRM3/HadCM3

RCM3/CGCM3

RCM3/GFDL

Present

Future

Present

Future

Present

Future

Present

Future

0.0
0.0
1.1
9.9
17.9

0.0
0.0
1.2
11.1
20.4

0.0
0.0
0.6
9.8
16.3

0.0
0.0
0.5
10.7
19.1

0.0
0.0
1.2
13.6
22.5

0.0
0.0
1.3
15.4
25.7

0.0
0.0
1.0
12.3
22.6

0.0
0.0
0.8
12.8
22.5

100

82

100

19

100

199

100

32

Present

Future

Present

Future

Present

Future

Present

Future

0.0
0.0
10.1
658.7
882.7

0.0
0.0
9.5
648.9
870.1

0.0
0.0
19.0
719.3
925.1

0.0
0.0
0.3
710.3
912.5

0.0
0.0
0.3
725.9
912.1

100

60

100

100

550

100

CRCM/CGCM3
snow depth
[m]
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50%
95%
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[y]
snow melt
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[y]
maximum 2m temperature
[ºC]
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HRM3/HadCM3

2m temperature
[ºC]
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95%
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[y]
surface (skin) temperature
[ºC]
1%
5%
50%
95%
99%
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Future
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RCM3/GFDL
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Future

0.0
0.0
0.1
0.5
0.6

0.0
0.0
0.1
0.5
0.6

100
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Present

Future
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0.0
0.0
0.0
12.0
19.9

0.0
0.0
0.0
11.5
19.7
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100

Present

Future

Present

Future

Present

Future

Present

Future

-16.7
-11.0
4.7
18.8
23.2

-14.5
-8.5
6.1
21.3
25.7

-10.9
-5.8
8.2
26.8
30.4

-9.4
-3.8
10.6
31.0
35.8

-15.8
-8.4
4.1
19.8
25.0

-13.2
-6.2
6.0
23.3
27.9

-20.8
-13.0
3.1
20.0
24.5

-18.1
-10.3
4.2
24.2
29.1
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18

100

4

100

16

100
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CRCM/CGCM3
minimum 2m temperature
[ºC]
1%
5%
50%
95%
99%
present 100y event
[y]
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RCM3/CGCM3
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Future
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Future
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HRM3/HadCM3
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Future
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RCM3/GFDL
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Future
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-33.3
-25.8
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5.3
7.6

-28.8
-22.8
-5.4
7.3
9.8

-22.9
-16.2
-1.4
11.3
14.4

-20.0
-13.3
0.6
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17.9

-26.6
-18.3
-2.1
7.5
10.2

-23.3
-15.5
-0.4
9.9
12.1

-30.7
-22.7
-3.1
8.3
10.7

-27.6
-20.2
-2.1
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13.0
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11
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3
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4
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Future

-27.5
-19.7
-1.7
13.8
19.4

-24.2
-17.2
0.1
16.0
21.6

-19.3
-12.4
1.9
21.8
26.6

-16.6
-9.8
4.7
25.4
30.9

-23.0
-14.5
0.3
14.1
20.2
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1.8
16.9
23.5

-27.6
-19.0
-0.5
14.5
20.3

-24.4
-16.5
0.3
17.3
24.5

100
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4
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16
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-29.1
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-2.4
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-25.6
-18.7
-0.4
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-19.9
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1.8
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27.1

-17.1
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31.6
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4
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[m s-1]
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-4.8
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-4.7
-3.2
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6.8
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-3.3
0.6
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6.4
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-3.3
0.4
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1440
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∞
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Future
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15.4
49.1
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59.3
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44.6
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HRM3/HadCM3

RCM3/CGCM3

RCM3/GFDL

winds
[m s-1]
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Future
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Future
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Future
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1%
5%
50%
95%
99%

S
0.2
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S
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S
0.6
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4.4
8.5
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1.0
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20.7
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1.4
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E
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E
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0.1
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1.1
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6.0
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S
0.7
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8.8
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W
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3.9
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W
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1.3
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3.0
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Step 3: Identify Community Priorities
3.1 Engage the community
The City developed a multi-pronged approach to building awareness and engaging residents.
7
Castlegar focused on building the capacity of the Steering Committee and other stakeholders
through education and engagement in order to soundly understand the issues and develop
workable solutions. The City also attempted to obtain broad participation of organizations and
individuals throughout the community. Stakeholders understand where the stress points are in
systems for which they have responsibility, and are well situated to assess how climate change
could interact with stressors. Community involvement was essential for devising practical
strategies to increase resiliency.
Outreach methods - The public engagement process implemented a variety of methods to
inform, educate and engage, ranging from:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

providing informational newsletters, fact sheets and flyers in the lobby of City Hall
updating project information on the City’s website
hosting a number of workshops with engagement/ feedback exercises
using visual forms of communication, such as maps of current and future projections
promoting the project and distributing information at public events and festivals
conducting online public surveys
using local media to showcase workshops, surveys and interviews with the project
coordinator and visiting climate change experts
• community newsletter distributed throughout the community
Community priorities - public and Council engagement workshop exercises were conducted to
determine what climate change adaptation topics were most important to the community. The
following emerged as key topic areas:
1. Stormwater - Because providing reliable service delivery is central to the City’s mission,
Council and staff endeavoured to verify the reliability or resilience of municipal
infrastructure as a first priority. The City was most interested in obtaining climate change
information for the stormwater system. The timing was rather poignant, as in February
2010 the community experienced a great deal of flooding which overwhelmed the
stormwater system caused by an atypical rain event on a frozen landscape.
2. Food and local agriculture -Through the concurrent Official Community Plan review, the
City conducted public consultation on sustainability priorities through community-wide
surveys, focus groups and public workshops. The community was overwhelmingly
interested in exploring sustainable food systems as a priority. Furthermore, the Steering
Committee exhibited concerns for the pre-existing vulnerability of the highway systems to

7

See Appendix 2 for a summary of public engagement exercises
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closures due to avalanches in recent years, and the growing potential for wildfires and
mudslides.
3. Water resources - Water emerged as a priority for the community by way of highest public
concern. The Steering Committee posed many questions about the future of the City’s
water supply, as well as residents who participated in the first community workshop
expressed the highest degree of concern for the impacts of climate change on Castlegar’s
water resources.
3.2 Investigate potential impacts
Conduct impact mapping - Impact pathways, influence diagrams or impact mapping is a tool
used to explore how key systems may directly and indirectly be affected by climate changes.
Comprehensive impact assessments examine not only how climate change is likely to affect the
natural environment and physical infrastructure, but also likely social and economic impacts and
impacts on municipal operations. The process facilitates a meaningful community dialogue,
which analyses existing data on climate change and its likely impacts for the area.
Impact mapping is an accessible way to make meaning of climate projections. Starting with a
climate projection, for example an increase in annual temperature, participants can begin to
map the potential impacts by considering how new environmental conditions may affect the
community’s social and economic systems. The process visually illustrates connections between a
climate condition, an ecosystem response and a community impact. The process builds
awareness and understanding of the climate change projections, and thinking through the
associated social, environmental and economic impacts.

Figure 4: Impact map on the City's water system
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3.3 Research potential impacts
The project made use of existing research on potential climate change impacts. The most useful
sources were:
1. Climate Change Impacts and Adaptation in the Canadian Columbia River Basin: A
Literature Review http://adaptationresources.pbworks.com/f/Columbia%20Basin%20Literature%20Review%
20Final%20Version.pdf
2. From Impacts to Adaptation: Canada in a Changing Climate 2007 http://adaptation.nrcan.gc.ca/assess/2007/ch8/1_e.php
3. Pacific Climate Impacts - http://plan2adapt.ca/tools/planners
4. Capital Region Climate Change Adaptation Study www.crd.bc.ca/rte/documents/CAPITAL_ REGION_CLIMATE_
ADAPTION_STUDY_PHASE_1__PROJECT_ SCOPING_REPORT.pdf
5. Future of Forests Ecosystem Initiative - http://www.kootenayresilience.org

Figure 6: Community climate change impact mapping workshop
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Step 4: Assess Vulnerability and Risk
There are a number of frameworks that provide guidance on conducting assessments of climate
change impacts and adaptation responses. A risk management approach to addressing the potential
consequences of climate change is a practical means of evaluating decision alternatives in the context
of uncertainty. A careful assessment of the risks facing a particular area due to climate change is has
been acknowledged as an effective method of accounting for uncertainty and identifying appropriate
adaptation responses.
Vulnerability and risk assessments are useful analytical tools to assist a community to identify weak
spots and priority action areas:

4.1 Castlegar’s process
Because each of the priority issues implicated a different set of stakeholders, the City established three
working groups to evaluate vulnerability and risks for the topics of water resources, local food and
agriculture and the stormwater system. Each working group involved Steering Committee members,
residents, community groups, City Council and staff, CBT Technical Support Team members and
experts from each sector.
The first step in Castlegar’s vulnerability and risk assessments was to determine the potential impacts of
climate change. These impacts were identified by residents, Steering Committee members and City
staff through impact mapping exercises. Impact mapping is a tool used for enabling the community to
brainstorm on complex topics, generating small group conversations and for generating highly
valuable information.
The concepts and implications generated in the impact maps facilitated the next step of identifying
systems highly sensitive to climate change impacts. The identified impacts were then discussed in each
working group according to adaptive capacity of the system, the consequences and probabilities of
occurrence to determine vulnerability and risk.
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Evaluate adaptive capacity/ vulnerability and risk8
The City of Castlegar used a combination of approaches to assess where the community is most
vulnerable. Each priority area employed a variation on the impacts, risk-based or hazard approach,
which explores a detailed evaluation of climate change impacts. The vulnerability approach evaluates
the community’s susceptibility to being affected by climate change. The risk-based method is largely
exploratory, i.e., given the underlying assumptions and conditions, a specific outcome is predicted;
while the vulnerability-based method is more normative, i.e., a future outcome is proposed (either
positive or negative) and the risk of attaining or exceeding that outcome is assessed. A vulnerability
approach looks at the preparedness of a region to potential challenges posed by climate change.
Table 2: Key definitions and concepts

Sensitivity

Will the system be affected?

Adaptive Capacity Can we easily do something about it?
Vulnerability

Sensitivity X Adaptive Capacity – the weak spots

Consequence

How seriously might the climate stress affect what matters to our
community?

Probability

How likely is it that will the climate stress will occur and how often?

Risk

Consequence X Probability - what to pay attention to first

The main steps in the risk assessment process include:
1. Establishment of the context – identify the issues to be assessed and the relevant
climate scenarios.
2. Risk identification – identify how climate change will impact on each of the above
3. Risk/ adaptive capacity analysis – identify existing management strategies and
actions
4. Risk evaluation – identify the likelihood of each risk, the consequence of the impact
and the level of resulting risk
5. Risk treatment – identify relevant risk management and adaptation options,
responsibilities and associated stakeholders.

8

See Table 1 and Appendix 3 for definitions of key terms.
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4.2 Water Resources
Assessment approach
The risk-based approach was used to determine climate scenario-driven impacts, which considers the
climate change projections, applies them to impact and determines possible changes in vulnerability.
This approach was used for the water resources assessment because the drivers of change and the
processes are relatively well understood. A hazard approach uses forecast models and trends to
identify specific impacts that climate change will yield in an area, and the severity and probability of
those impacts. The vulnerability approach was also used to examine what the adaptive capacity of the
systems are - to examine what the City already doing to increase resiliency and what further needs to
be done. 9
Castlegar Transportation & Civic Works staff were consulted to determine the potential impacts on the
water system through ‘impact mapping’ brainstorming. Further research was conducted on the
identified impacts. A workshop was then held with senior and operational City staff, a City Councillor,
Steering Committee members and CBT support. Hans Schreier, a professor at the Institute for
Resources, Environment and Sustainability at he University of British Columbia provided expertise in
terms of water quality and pollution and non-point source pollution and cumulative effects (excess
nutrients, trace metals, sediments). Jeff Zukiwsky provided support on managing the complex process
of vulnerability and risk assessment.
Impacts on Castlegar’s water system
The City’s complex water system is characterized by underground pipelines, pump stations,
reservoirs, pressure reducing valves and the SCADA, or the Supervisor Controlled Access Data
Acquisition system - a series of computers linked by radios to tell the pumps when to run and to
monitor such things as tank levels and flows. The City has been working for the past several years
to address higher than average summer maximum daily demands. The vast majority of
development in the City has been established well outside flood zones.
The climate change impacts on Castlegar’s water system ranged from changes to the watershed,
infrastructure and residential and commercial demand. Castlegar is fortunate enough to have an
immense water supply, the source of which is the Lower Arrow Lake.
Changes in hydrology and increasing floods and droughts are likely to affect ecosystems and
communities and exacerbate water use conflicts. Declining snowpack and glaciers, compounded
by shifts in precipitation may limit water supply during peak demand periods, affecting key
economic sectors including hydro, fisheries and agriculture and infrastructure.
Key impacts include decreased summer and fall supplies, supply-demand mismatches in
reservoirs and increased demands on water and sewage treatment facilities. The impacts were
rated as ‘high, medium or low’ risk. See the following section for discussion of risk and
associated action planning.

9

See Appendix 3 for a summary of the vulnerability & risk assessment
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4.2 Food & Local Agriculture
Assessment Approach
When attempting the impacts approach on the topic of food and local
agriculture, it quickly became evident that an impacts-based
approach would not provide an effective analysis, primarily due to the
number of uncertainties. Because climate change impacts on food
systems are not easily characterised or understood, very little data was
available for the probability assignments of the risk estimation. A
vulnerability-based approach was more appropriate, as stakeholders
have a better comprehension of the community’s capacities. On the
topic of food systems, many non-climate stresses became highly
relevant, including peak oil, energy prices and socio-economic global
instabilities. These stresses increase vulnerability to climate change by
reducing resilience and adaptive capacity because of resource
deployment to competing needs. 10
A working group approach was again used to conduct the vulnerability assessment. In this case,
an online survey of the highest sensitivity impacts was circulated through the working group. The
findings were then used to determine and prioritize action planning (see next section).
Impacts on Castlegar’s food system
Historically, there was a significant agricultural industry and a long history of backyard and
community gardening in the region. Doukhobor communities (a Christian group of Russian
origin) made their own bread, often in large outdoor ovens, had large gardens to grow
vegetables and herbs and planted orchards for fruit. They preserved vegetables, made jams and
pickles and stored root crops for eating over the winter. The Brilliant jam factory was the heart of
the Doukhobor industry. At peak times, sixty people could produce 1,050 cans of jam per hour,
with shipments of 43,000 cases annually. Many irrigation systems were built to provide water to
the gardens and orchards in the different communities. Prior to European settlement, First
Nations communities, such as the Sinix’t followed the seasonal abundance of wild foods to
nourish themselves without the need for food imports.
Like many other rural areas, however, technology, competition, commodity prices and other
factors have substantially reduced Castlegar’s local and regional agricultural industry. With
increasing energy prices and the impact of petroleum based transportation on total CO2
emissions, the current reliance on distant producers and businesses to deliver affordable, healthy
food leaves the community vulnerable both to price increases and interruptions in supply. There
is significant interest in becoming more self sufficient in food at the household, community and
regional scales.
The limited literature on agriculture and climate change suggests that length of the frost-free
season is projected to increase as the climate warms. The frost-free season begins on the first

10

See Appendices 4& 5 for summary of the sensitivity assessment and vulnerability assessment
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day in spring when temperatures remain above freezing and ends on the first day in fall when
freezing temperatures return. 5
The benefits of this increase in productivity however, this could be
hindered by a series of potential problems including an increase in
irrigation demand, particularly during the expected drier summer
months. This applies pressure on the conflict between water
users/uses, including those on the U.S. side of the border. Other
potential shortcomings of increased frost free days are the risk of
erosion and crop loss from potential increased flooding and more
frequent and intense storms. The potential for warmer temperatures
may encourage the appearance of new pests and the exacerbation
of existing ones that are normally controlled by cooler winters.

Decreases in snow
cover
and
more
winter rain on bare
soil are likely to
lengthen the erosion
season and enhance
erosion,
increasing
the potential for water
quality impacts in
agricultural areas.

Growing Degree Days (GDDs)11 is a derived variable that indicates
the amount of heat energy available for plant growth, useful for determining the growth
potential of crops in a given area. It is calculated by multiplying the number of days that the
mean daily temperature exceeded 5°C by the number of degrees above that threshold. For
example, if a given day saw an average temperature of 8°C (3°C above the 5°C threshold),
that day contributed 3 GDDs to the total. If a month had 15 such days, and the rest of the
days had mean temperatures below the 5°C threshold, that month would result in 45 GDDs.

Figure 7: Projected increase in growing degree days

11

http://plan2adapt.ca/tools/planners
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4.3 The Stormwater System
The stormwater system was assessed according to the methodology outlined in the PIEVC Protocol. 12
The assessment examines current vulnerabilities and compares this with projected climate change
parameters to determine the change in vulnerability by climate change in 5 steps:

Figure 8: The 5 steps of the Protocol

Step 1 - Develop a general description of the infrastructure, location, load, age and other factors.
Step 2 - An interdisciplinary process requiring engineering, climatological, operations,
maintenance and management expertise in 2 steps: (1) identification of the features of the
infrastructure that will be assessed (physical elements of the infrastructure, location, materials,
importance within the region, operations and maintenance practices, insurance considerations,
policies, regulations, etc) and (2) define climate extremes and parameters through regionally
specific climatic modeling (compiled by PCIC).
Step 3 - Assess the risks associated with interactions between the infrastructure, the climate and
other factors that could lead to vulnerability. The elements of the infrastructure that are likely to be
sensitive to changes in particular climate parameters are assessed in the context of the
performance expectations and other demands that are placed on the infrastructure.
At this step, a workshop was hosted by the City to bring a wide range of perspectives together to
evaluate risk. The consultants, City staff (management, engineering and operation personnel),
12

See Appendix 5 for the vulnerability & risk assessment project report
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Engineers Canada advisors & Protocol practitioners (Don Haley, Toronto & Region Conservation
Authority, John Manson, City of Langford and Paul Whitfield, Environment Canada), climate
experts Trevor Murdock and James Hiebert from PCIC and John Tweedy, Avalanche forecaster
from the BC Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure) attended this workshop. Several CBT
Technical Support Team members were also present to provide their expertise on community
processes and risk assessment. The identified interactions were then evaluated based on the
professional judgement of the working group. The risk assessment identified key areas of concern,
and highlighted interactions requiring further evaluation.
Step 4 - Engineering Analysis - the risk assessment phase ranks interactions as presenting no or
negligible risk; a high risk and a need for immediate action or interactions that do not yield a clear
answer. This category of interactions is then subjected to engineering analysis. The Protocol provides
formulas for calculating the total load on the infrastructure (the current load on the infrastructure;
projected change in load arising from climate change impacts; projected change in load arising
from other change effects on the infrastructure) and the total capacity of the infrastructure (the
existing capacity; projected change in capacity arising from aging/use of the infrastructure).
Vulnerability exists when Total Projected Load exceeds Total Projected Capacity. The system has
sufficient adaptive capacity when Total Projected Load is less than Total Projected Capacity.
Step 5 - The final step produces recommendations for the community, and may range from:
• Remedial actions required to upgrade the infrastructure;
• Management actions required to account for changes in the infrastructure capacity;
• Continue to monitor performance of infrastructure and re-evaluate at a later time;
• No further action required; and/or
• Gaps in data availability or data quality require further work.

Figure 9: Site visit prior to stormwater risk assessment workshop
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Step 5: Develop Adaptation Strategies and Actions
Because of the uncertainty around making precise climate predictions, the project focused on
adaptation planning principles that bring other benefits to the community.
‘No/ low regrets’ adaptation (low-hanging fruit) actions bring additional benefits to the
community independently from any changes in climate. For example, planning for droughts can
prove useful for current droughts as well as those in the future caused by climate change.
Assessing and implementing adaptation strategies in the context of overall sustainability and
development objectives can include managing climate and non-climate risks.
‘Win-win’ actions reduce the impacts or risks of climate change while generating multiple
environmental, social and economic benefits. For example, actions that address other
vulnerabilities such as household food insecurity may also increase habitat and build community.
Enhancing adaptive capacity - measures that effectively address socio-economic barriers and
opportunities were identified. Barriers and opportunities include those relating to economic
wealth, technology, information and skills, infrastructure, institutions, social capital and equity.
‘Mainstreaming’ climate change - best practices literature emphasizes the importance of
‘mainstreaming’ climate change adaptation measures into other decision-making processes
rather than creating new policies or policy instruments. By mainstreaming, opportunities to
incorporate risk and vulnerability into the municipal planning and engineering decision-making
process are emphasized. Climate change risk management then is more likely to become an
integral part of risk management in the City, as opposed to a separate risk management activity
operating on a different basis from that used for other risk management tasks.
The following opportunities, goals, and actions were identified as ways in which the City of
Castlegar could begin efforts to adapt to climate change risks and vulnerabilities.
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5.1 Water Resources
The risk assessment exercise identified the following risks over a 20 year planning horizon.

CONSEQUENCE

Table 3: Risk evaluation matrix for water resources

Increased demand for fire flows
Algae blooms causing critically
reduced water quality
Critically increased turbidity
High Extreme weather damage to
reservoirs, pump stations,
treatment plant ****
Fire damage to pump stations,
reservoirs, treatment plant ****

Med

Critically reduced water
quantity*;
Algae blooms causing
THM;

Damage to underground
pipes**
Increased flooding in
private properties**
Road disruptions**
Pumping infrastructure
failure***

Increased residential demand*

Lake evaporation

Low

Disruptions to power availability

Low

Increased park irrigation
demand
Algae causing biofilm to
block filters

Medium

High

PROBABILITY
* Probability without actions to reduce water consumption would be ‘High.’
** Uncertain whether this risk is likely to increase or decrease, depending on whether frost penetration is
offset by higher mean temperatures.
*** The consequence of this risk ranges from low to high, depending on the magnitude of infrastructure
failure (low if temporary breakdown; high if multiple simultaneous or prolonged failure).
**** Probability would shift from low to high if actions to secure infrastructure sites were not completed.

LEGEND:
Negligible/ low: No action required at this time - monitoring may be important
Moderate: Some controls required to reduce risk to lower levels
High: High priority control measures or immediate controls required
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ADAPTATION GOAL: To deliver high quality water to residential, commercial, institutional and
industrial users at an affordable cost to taxpayers, and maintaining a healthy ecosystem.

Table 4: High risk adaptation actions

Potential risk from climate impact

Action

Priority

Increased summer temperatures and
decreased summer precipitation are
likely to increase US demand for hydro
generation and lead to critically low
reservoir levels in late summer.

- The City has no jurisdiction over the Columbia
River Treaty and the associated negotiations
and obligations for flood control and
hydropower generation
- The City’s adaptive capacity exists in its ability
to manage the demand side - see Table 3.

1

Projected increase in summer
temperatures and reduced summer
precipitation/ stream-flows may increase
water temperatures and cause more
frequent algae blooms, thus more
accumulated biofilm clogging filters,
complaints from residents and possibly
THM (trihelomethane) production, a
known health hazard.

- City can implement UDF (uni-directional
flushing) program to increase velocity of
flushing regime to dispel build up

1

- City may consider DAF ‘Dissolved Air
Flotation treatment’

Figure 10: Castlegar City Hall xeriscaping
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Table 5: Medium risk adaptation actions for water

Potential risk from climate impact

Action

Priority

Decreased summer precipitation and
higher summer temperatures may
cause significant residential water
use increase and increased capital
and operating costs to the City to
meet demand or potentially
overwhelming/ leading to
infrastructure malfunction

- Implement ‘Water Smart’ initiative recommendations
- Educate homeowners and development community
about xeriscaping
- Raise awareness by showcasing City initiatives with
signage (City Hall)
- Through building permit process, require top soil
added to residential development where lawns are
planted

1

Decreased summer precipitation and
higher summer temperatures may
cause significant City water use
increase and increased capital and
operating costs to the City

- Opt to prioritize which parks should be irrigated
- Optimize irrigation program to reduce wastage
- Amend soils to increase water retention
- Plant drought resistant lawn seed, turf and dryscape/
xeriscape public lands

1

Increased summer temps may
increase wildfire severity in
Castlegar’s interface areas and
overwhelm the City’s water resources
by increased fireflows

- Develop DPA (development permit area) guidelines
for ‘firesmarting’
- Explore dual water systems for fire flows (new
subdivision regulation for 2 pipes - treated and
untreated water)

2

Less snow at low elevation may
cause deeper frost penetration and
increased freeze/ thaw cycles, thus
more frequent damage to pipes, and
potentially flood roads/ transporttation corridors or private properties

- Accelerate replacement of asbestos cement pipes,
which are more prone to breakage
- Monitor pipe breakage to gain a better
understanding of weak or high-risk areas

2

Increases in extreme weather may
cause more damage to power
infrastructure or more frequent power
outages, potentially disrupting water
provision
Temperature increases and reduced
summer precipitation may increase
water temperatures, which could
drop the thermocline and increase
algae blooms and reduce water
quality

- City should continue to ensure back up power supply
for key water infrastructure elements

2

- Monitor water intake for a critical temp threshold
- Continue to accumulate reserves for better water
filtration process
- Request MoE submit monthly water quality samples
- Add monitoring devices on intake (thermister/
‘Eckman grab’) in concert with other maintenance/
research exercises
- Consider intalling finer filtration at intake

2
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5.2 Food & Local Agriculture
The following series of adaptation actions were developed by Castlegar’s working group for food
and local agriculture. Action planning was conducted at a community workshop with steering
committee members, stakeholder groups, interested citizens, City staff and City Councillors.
Some of these actions are the responsibility of the City, while others are inclusive of specific
community-based organizations and residents/households. Adaptation actions were analysed
according to the challenges and barriers to implementation and the stakeholders that need to be
involved.
Most actions for food and agriculture encompass education and outreach and identity local food
security organizations as champions to implement. Most actions were seen as ‘high priority’ - and
should be addressed in the next 5 years. Key issue is funding for food security organizations to
conduct outreach, extension and facilitation work on behalf of the City.
GOAL: To enhance the capacity of the community of Castlegar and surrounding area in the
short term to cope with the direct impacts of climate change (less snowpack for insulation,
increased need for irrigation, extreme weather events and frost damaging crops, increased pests
and decreased pollinators) in order to improve household access to food and regional growing.
Table 6: Adaptation actions to address direct impacts of climate change on local food and agriculture

Action

Lead(s)

Priority

encourage pollinators through planting
appropriate habitats, building bee homes
and discouraging insecticide/ pesticide use

- City
- KFSS (Kootenay Food Strategy Society)
- pollinator experts; naturalist groups
- target children & garden clubs
- PCIC; Community Futures
- AG Canada/ NRCAN
- Selkirk College/ UBC-Okanagan
- growers, gardening clubs, KFSS, KLAS
- PCIC
- KLAS (Kootenay Local Ag Society)/ KFSS
- gardening clubs
- City
- Growers associations
- City
- KLAS, KFSS, gardening clubs
- growers
- CBT (State of the Basin indicator)

1

research and plant highly adaptable/ cold
tolerant crop varieties
use seasonal climate predictions
diversify crops, succession planting and
intensive cropping
promote the use of greenhouses

maintain and build soil and research nonfossil fuel based fertilizers
citizen-based program to monitor crop
behaviour and provide baseline info for
further research
research and implement water conservation - City, RDCK
program
- growers & growing organizations
- development community
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GOAL: To enhance the capacity of the community of Castlegar and surrounding areas to cope
with the indirect impacts of climate change (disruptions to transportation routes for food
distribution, global disruptions to food production and transportation) by growing, processing,
storing and consuming more food locally and ensuring that the community has enough
emergency supplies.
Table 7: Adaptation actions to address indirect impacts of climate change on local food and agriculture

Action
provide resources for education and
outreach programs
identify and protect viable agricultural
lands
encourage backyard gardening and
gardens (instead of lawns)

Lead(s)

Priority

- City

1

- City
- in partnership with RDCK/ MoA
- City/ Communities in Bloom
- KFSS/ garden clubs
- Selkirk College Continuing Ed
- IHA
- City

1

2

- KLAS

2

- Fire Department
- Bear Aware/ harvest rescue
- Neighbourhood watch
- Community Social Services; Red Cross
- City
- local schools
- local food retailers; farmers
- KFSS

2

3

secure access to water supply
permit the raising of chickens in City
limits

- City
- United Church; backyard gardeners
- farmers
- School boards
- BC Ag Council
- KFSS
- City & RDCK
- City in partnership with food
organizations

start a local food co-op

- KLAS

3

promote sharing land for growing
crops, including City parks and Cityowned lands
promote community supported
agriculture (CSA)
encourage households to have
emergency supplies
encourage seasonal/local eating
promote awareness of food
preservation and storage techniques
promote viability of farmers market/
expand season and products
integrate food into school programs
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5.3 The Stormwater System
The application of the PIEVC Protocol involves supplementing data gaps with assumptions
based on professional expertise and judgment. As a small rural community, the City of
Castlegar has not maintained precise climate and infrastructure records. Much of the
information used in the study was anecdotal, as provided by the City’s Public Works crews as
well as proxy data used where necessary. This lack of precise climate and infrastructure data
made capital-intensive recommendations problematic for the engineering consultant team.
They concluded that more accurate field data should be obtained prior to investing in
significant infrastructure upgrades. The stormwater vulnerability assessment thus resulted in a
set of recommendations providing direction on how to fill those gaps as well recommendations
that required immediate attention (see pages 106 -112 of Appendix 7 for the complete list of
recommendations).

Figure 11: Scene from Castlegar Saturday Farmers' Market
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Step 6: Implement and Monitor Plans
6.1 Implementation
The literature on best practices highlighted that deliberately incorporating climate adaptation into
current projects can facilitate the development of a more systematic approach to adaptation
planning. Some of the common barriers that communities encounter while taking action on
adaptation are:
• A poor understanding by the public of the range of impacts of climate change (though the
project attempted to promote awareness and education);
• Uncertainty about the timing and extent of impacts;
• The practice of making important infrastructure decisions based on past conditions
(storms, seasonal temperatures, water levels, snow loads etc.);
• A short-term focus on the costs of adaptation, rather than on the impacts of failing to
adapt;
• Difficulties getting the attention and commitment of political leaders who were not
engaged in the process (particularly following a change in leadership);
• Problems coordinating action across government departments and levels of government;
• Inadequate financial resources.
Cities that have created and provided resources for clear institutional mechanisms for considering
climate change impacts and adaptation strategies have made more progress in advancing a
climate adaptation agenda than communities with a more ad hoc approach. The City of Castlegar
will strive to mainstream climate change into operations by integrating actions into City policies,
plans, regulations and practices:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A ‘sustainability checklist’ which includes climate questions for planning and procurement
Official Community Plan
Zoning bylaw
Infrastructure development
Management practices
Outreach and education
Emergency Management Plan
Partnership building with other communities

The following implementation schedule has focused on prioritizing actions by identifying the key
climate risks:

LEGEND:
DSD: Development Services Department
TCWD: Transportation & Civic Works Department
CSD: Corporate Services Department/ Administration
FD: Fire Department
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6.2 Action Plan
City of Castlegar Actions
Time frame: 0-2 years
Action
UDF (uni-directional flushing)
program
‘Water Smart’ initiative
implementation
Educate homeowners and
developers on xeriscaping
and pollinator habitats
Showcase City’s xeriscape
initiatives at City Hall with
signage
DPA guidelines for water
conservation; increase water
efficiency regulations
DPA guidelines for
‘firesmarting’
Develop policies and
regulations to encourage
gardening and require
community gardens in
multifamily developments
Require top soil to be added
where lawns are planted
(residential, multi-family &
commercial) building permit/
development permit areas
Optimize irrigation program
Maintain records of water
main/ pipe breakage
Continue to ensure backup
power for infrastructure
Continue to experiment with
pesticide free park
maintenance
Incorporate recommendations
from the FFEI for tree species
plantings and maintenance

Relevant plan/ policy/
legislation
Budget 2011/ 2012;
Annual Report objective
2011/2012
Castlegar Water Smart
Plan
Information brochures at
City Hall; on City website

Lead(s)

Purpose/ objective

TCWD

reduce risk of water
system contamination

TCWD

reduce water quantity
and quality risks
build awareness and
adaptive capacity of
residential properties
build awareness of
water saving
techniques
build adaptive
capacity of built
environment
increase resiliency to
wildfires
build adaptive
capacity of local food
system

DSD

Communities in Bloom
plans for City Hall

TCWD

Current OCP update;
Zoning Bylaw

DSD

Current OCP update

DSD/
FD
DSD

OCP update;
Zoning Bylaw

Current OCP update –
DPA for water
conservation;
City Building Bylaw

DSD

build adaptive
capacity of residences
to water shortages

Annual department plans

TCWD

Infrastructure records

TCWD

Ongoing maintenance

TCWD

Ongoing maintenance

TCWD

Wildfire Protection Plan

FD

build resiliency of City
infrastructure
monitor infrastructure
risks
monitor infrastructure
risk
reduce risk of
impacting local food
system
reduce fire hazard
risks and adaptive
capacity of City forests
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2-5 years
Action
Promote municipal water
interest at re-negotiation of
Columbia River Treaty

Relevant plan/ policy/
legislation
Columbia River Treaty renegotiation 2024; notice
to renegotiate 2014

Prioritize which City parks
should be irrigated

Lead(s)

Purpose

CSD

reduce risk

Recommendations for
forthcoming City Parks Plan

TCWD

Plant drought resistant and
highly adaptable plants,
grass seed; xeriscape
public lands

Park policies; park
maintenance; annual
department planning

TCWD

build adaptive
capacity of City owned
lands
build resilience of City
owned lands

Amend soils in City parks
and landscaped boulevard
to increase water retention

Park policies; park
maintenance; annual
department plans

TCWD

build adaptive
capacity of City lands

Request referrals from
Ministry of Forests and
Ministry of Energy & Mines
for development activity in
Arrow Lakes

Agency referrals

CSD

monitoring risk of
contamination of
watershed

Address hazards around
water infrastructure
(firesmart, flood proof,
fencing)
Accelerate asbestos cement
pipe replacement program

Annual Report; annual
department plans

TCWD/
FD

reduce fire and other
hazards risk

Water Management Plan
implementation

TCWD

Permit beekeeping and
chicken raising in the City

Animal Control Bylaw

DSD

Permit the use of
greenhouses in the City

Zoning Bylaw

DSD

build adaptive
capacity of water
system
build adaptive
capacity of local food
system
build adaptive
capacity

Establish policies to protect
agricultural lands

OCP/ Zoning Bylaw
updates

DSD

Promote food production in OCP/ Zoning Bylaw
City parks and City-owned
updates
lands

DSD
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5 - 20 years
Action
DAF ‘Dissolved Air Flotation
treatment’

Relevant plan/ policy/
legislation
5-year Financial Plan

Explore dual water systems for Infrastructure planning
fire flows (new subdivision
regulation for 2 pipes)

Lead(s)
TCWD
TCWD

Purpose

Completed
(y/n)?

reduce risk of
contamination of water
system
build adaptive capacity
of water system

Encourage households to
have emergency supplies and
include a household
preparedness policy in
Emergency Management Plan

City website; newsletters; FD
Emergency
Management Plan

reduce risk of household
food shortage

Develop policy to purchase
locally grown foods where
possible

Policy Manual

CSD

build adaptive capacity
of local food system

Support growth of farmers
market

Potential future program

CSD

build adaptive capacity
of local food system

Stormwater actions:
The remedial actions determined to build resiliency of Castlegar’s stormwater system were
developed using a rigorous methodology by professional engineers. Conversely, the
methodology for developing an action plan for the water system and food & local agriculture was
applied by community groups. As such, the recommendations for the City’s stormwater system do
not fit the same analysis. These recommendations largely call for more research and data
collection, rather than specific actions the City make undertake independently. In all cases, the
department responsible is Transportation & Civic Works:
1. The City should update its master drainage plan (MDP). Items employed in the PIEVC
Engineering Analysis, such as Climate Load, Maturing Capacity, and Other Change
Loads should be included in the analyses conducted for the plan. At a minimum, this
plan should address the following issues:
a. Update hydrological analysis to refine potential peak flow rates from both the
upper and developed catchments. These analyses should be completed using
both current and projected future (2050) climate values.
b. Update hydraulic analysis to quantify the capacity of the major drainage systems.
This analysis should consider the impact of aging for the future (2050)
conditions.
c. Update vulnerability analysis using the results of the previous two analyses.
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d. Identify suitable locations in each of the five upper catchment streams to locate a
debris screen for large debris. The purpose of these structures is to capture and
hold large debris, keeping it away from the drainage system inlets. Location
suitability includes equipment access for cleaning, and topography to ensure that
stream flows can be maintained.
These analyses would form the basis for developing the City’s long-term drainage capital
works plan. Note that in order to complete these analyses, it is necessary for the City to
have several data sets prepared. These are outlined in the following recommendations.
Please note that appropriate engineering analysis will identify only those areas that require
upgrades and therefore has the potential to dramatically reduce the required capital works
to mitigate potential risks.
2. The City should engage PCIC to complete the local downscaling of the defined climate
events so that future (2050) values are available for use in the hydrologic analyses
required to define Climate Change Loads. This should be done for both low and high
elevations within the drainage catchments.
3. The City should update its drainage infrastructure data set to ensure all information
required for hydraulic analysis is current and reliable. As a minimum, this information
includes pipe diameters, pipe invert elevations, open channel cross-sections, and
channel / pipe lengths.
4. Record drawings should be obtained and used to verify the pipe slopes, and
hydrological analysis using more current data and analytical tools should be completed.
5. The City may wish to consider installing at least two permanent flow monitoring stations.
The data collected would:
a. Provide valuable reference flows with which to calibrate the hydrological analyses
for the recommended MDP update, and would
b. Document any shifts in upper catchment hydrology due to climate change or
other activities within the catchment.
The two streams recommended for monitoring are Merry Creek and Schofield Creek.
6. The City should review the 10 high risk infrastructure elements and prepare an action
plan to address each high risk item as funding permits. Many of these items could be
included as part of the exercise to revise the master drainage plan if funding permits.
The City should explore funding opportunities with the province that would permit it to
address the high risk items as soon as possible. The infrastructure elements rated as
high risk that are recommended for immediate action are:
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Bloomer Creek

Stream

Location
Stream channel
west of
Woodland Dr
Hwy 3 culverts

Sections of the creek are subject to erosion and a detailed
investigation is required to develop a mitigation strategy

37th Street
culvert

Existing culverts are high risk and need to be sized based on
downscaled climate data and future expected peak flows.

Grandview
subdivision
storm sewer
trunk

Existing storm sewer trunk is high risk has and needs to be sized
based on downscaled climate data and future expected peak
flows. Adequate inlet protection from debris also needs to be
assessed/designed and appropriate measures implemented.

Columbia
Avenue culvert

The existing culvert under Columbia Avenue and the CPR tracks
is high risk and needs to be sized based on downscaled climate
data and future expected peak flows. Adequate inlet protection
from debris also needs to be assessed/designed and
appropriate measures implemented.
The 1800 mm culvert is high risk and adequate inlet protection
from debris needs to assessed/designed
and appropriate actions implemented

Unnamed Creek

5th Avenue
culvert

Merry Creek

Action

Existing culverts are high risk and need to be sized based on
downscaled climate data and future expected peak flows.

35th street
storm sewer
trunk

Existing storm sewer trunk is high risk has and needs to be sized
based on downscaled climate data and future expected peak
flows. Adequate inlet protection from debris also needs to be
assessed/designed and appropriate actions implemented
8th Avenue and Existing culverts are high risk and need to be sized based on
Columbia Ave
downscaled climate data and future expected peak flows.
culverts
Stream channel
near Forest
Road
Stream channel
Downstream of
CPR line

Channel capacity is high risk and needs to be assessed based
on downscaled climate data and future expected peak flows.
Sections of stream channel will need improvements to carry
expected peak flows.
Sections of the creek are subject to erosion and a detailed
investigation is required to develop a mitigation strategy.
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7. In addition to the nine infrastructure components that were evaluated using the Protocol
Engineering Analysis process, the other components rated as having a medium risk
(score of 35 or 36) should also be further analyzed (see Appendix 7).
8. Culvert and storm sewer inlets are currently vulnerable to debris blockage, and the risk
associated with this is anticipated to increase with climate change, a debris-load survey
should be conducted periodically for each upper catchment stream.
9. Records documenting the amount, type, and date of debris removed from culvert or
storm sewer inlets should be maintained.
10. A new trash rack design standard should be developed to ensure new and replaced
trash racks adequately capture and hold debris while still allowing flows to enter the
downstream drainage system. Provisions should be made to ensure debris can be easily
removed by an excavator or back-hoe.
11. The City should request that the Ministry of Forests conduct a wild fire risk assessment
for the upper catchments identified in this study. It would be ideal if the Ministry would
also provide an estimate of wild fire probability based on the 2050 climate values
projected by PCIC. This information could be used to refine the vulnerability assessment
for infrastructure identified as vulnerable from the impacts of wild fires.
12. Follow up with PCIC regarding its project to downscale projections of the fire weather
index for selected stations in the Basin and with the MoFR Fire Management Branch
regarding the potential impacts on future wildfire risks near Castlegar.
13. The jurisdictional interfaces require special consideration in the severity assessment.
They also play a key role in clearly identifying recommendations for the future. Local
government politicians and staff need to consider the applicable laws, regulations,
standards and guidelines in the context of the identified jurisdictional interfaces when
reviewing the recommendations in this report and when making subsequent policy and
procedural changes.
14. In the event of a wildfire in the catchments, the City should request that the Ministry of
Forests and Range complete a post wildfire risk analysis of the burned area to determine
the change in risk to downstream infrastructure.
15. The City should develop and implement a Daily Planning Cycle (DPC) program with
respect to forecasting potentially hazardous runoff conditions within the upper
catchment streams. As illustrated by the DPC implemented by the Toronto and Region
Conservation Authority, this would involve:
a. Reviewing and recording key weather forecast information
b. Assessing proximity to defined thresholds
c. Taking appropriate preparatory actions when thresholds are exceeded.
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16. Operations Staff should develop and maintain records of hail storms – typical size of
hail stones, depth of accumulated hail, and extent of area where catch basin inlet
capacity was significantly reduced due to hail stone blockage. This information,
combined with the DPC records (see previous recommendation) can be used within the
DPC process to develop a protocol for anticipating and responding to these conditions
at high-risk locations.
17. While major land use change may not be currently identified within the project area,
should these conditions change it is recommended that this analysis be re-visited should
any significant land use change be considered.

6.3 Actions for other organizations and institutions
Because municipal responsibility for food system attributes is occasional (zoning for restaurants,
food stores, community gardens, waste management, composting, permitting animals, etc) and
not comprehensive (establishing overarching agricultural policies and programming), many
actions to reduce vulnerabilities and build resilience to the climate change impacts on local food
and agriculture involved many other organizations.
(a) Regional agriculture organizations were considered by the food & agriculture working group
to have the appropriate mandate and skill set to implement the following action items:
1. KFSS - Kootenay Food Strategy Society
2. KLAS - Kootenay Local Agricultural Society
3. gardening clubs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

research and plant highly adaptable/ cold tolerant crop varieties
diversify crops, succession planting and intensive cropping
maintain and build soil and research non-fossil fuel based fertilizers
citizen-based program to monitor crop growth and provide baseline info for research
use seasonal climate predictions
promote awareness of food preservation and storage techniques
encourage seasonal eating

(b) Columbia Basin Trust was deemed by the working group to have the appropriate resources
and mandate to take on an ‘agricultural extension role’ to:
1. develop and maintain a citizen-based program to monitor crop behaviour and
provide baseline info for further research
2. develop a ‘State of the Basin’ indicator based on participation in this program
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6.4 Overlap with ICSP - Integrated Community Sustainability Planning
Simultaneous to the adaptation project, the City of Castlegar was engaged in an ICSP process,
focussing on and use and infrastructure issues to guide sustainability in Castlegar. The project
outputs were an update to the City’s Official Community Plan (OCP), an Infrastructure Strategy
and a guidance document ‘Strategic Directions for Sustainability.’
The input was organized into ‘Objectives’ and ‘Potential Initiatives and Directions’ for various
strategy areas. Input was also organized into ‘Guiding Principles.’ As such, adaptation actions
were configured to fit into these documents.
2.1 Built environment
Potential Initiatives and Directions
• Where practical, adopt climate sensitive building design that considers local, sustainable
cooling and heating requirements e.g. inclusion of natural ventilation cooling,
consideration of building (solar gain) orientation and low energy consumption.
• Design buildings to allow for consideration of future climate change impacts and
incorporation of future adaptation (noting that the BC Building Code sets minimum
standards, but Bill 11 enables local governments to justify setting more stringent
requirements).
• Encourage building design and public spaces that provide improved levels of thermal
comfort and security, e.g. protection during floods or extreme wind.
2.5 Local Food and Agriculture
Climate change and extreme weather are likely to cause disruptions to the production and
distribution of the global food system, which may negatively impact local food prices and
availability. Climate change is also likely to directly impact the conditions under which food is
produced locally. These current and future changes are encouraging residents to build a
diversified and resilient local food system.
Objectives:
• Build a resilient local food system
Potential Initiatives and Directions
• Implement the recommendations in the ‘Adapting to Climate Change’ Report
2.17 Climate Change
Residents of Castlegar have been observing climate changes in the community such as warmer,
wetter winters and hotter, dryer summers. They have also witnessed less snowpack at low
elevations, a longer fire season and earlier spring runoff, which dries up earlier in the summer.
Other impacts such as diminishing glaciers in nearby ranges and pine beetle destruction are
readily apparent. Climate action or climate change mitigation means reducing carbon emissions,
but also has the benefit of making the community more resilient to increasing fossil fuel prices.
Climate change adaptation is also important to prepare the community for future climate
changes, such as increasing frequency and severity of extreme weather events, which may place
new stresses and risks on the community.
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Objectives
• Build the community’s resilience to the impacts of climate change
• Consider the performance of new infrastructure projects and major new construction to
projected climate changes
Potential Initiatives and Directions
• Implement the action items in the ‘Adapting to Climate Change' action plan
• Build public awareness of household level actions to prepare for climate change

Official Community Plan Policies
11 INSTITUTIONAL
Objectives:
- Enhance local food skills in the community by linking Castlegar-based food security
organizations with local schools
Policies:
- The City will work with local schools and educational institutions to encourage procurement of
local foods in order to enhance the local food system and to promote local foods and food skills
development.
12.0 PARKS AND OPEN SPACE
12.1 Parks - Given that climate change is likely to increase water shortages in the late summer,
the City will adopt management practices to reduce water requirements in parks.
Policies:
- The City will work with local food security organizations to permit food growing in City parks
19.0 AGRICULTURE
- The City will identify and protect viable agricultural lands
- Community gardens will be required in multi family developments
- The City will endeavour to support the growth of a viable farmers’ market
- The City will encourage backyard gardening and planting gardens instead of lawns
- The City will enable the use of City parks and vacant City lands for growing food
- The City will require the addition of topsoil for lawn & garden areas in residential, institutional
and commercial developments
- The City will endeavour to promote the growth of the local food system
21.0 DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREAS
The City will endeavour to prepare DPA guidelines for water conservation (measures to reduce
outdoor summertime consumption in particular) and ‘Fire Smart’ guidelines for forest interface
areas.
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6.5 Other action plans
Community Wildfire Protection Plan
In 2005 the City of Castlegar developed a Community Wildfire Protection Plan (CWPP) in order to
conduct a detailed assessment and mapping of the wildfire hazards and to identify explicit
mitigation measures necessary to mitigate those risks. Since then, the City has implemented many
recommendations, and will continue to implement according to the plan’s implementation
schedule.
Emergency Management Plan
The City is required by provincial law to regularly update the Emergency Management Plan
(EMP). Climate change scenarios should be integrated into future vulnerability and risk
assessments.
6.6 Adaptation actions for residents
The following adaptations are actions to be made at the household level:
• Reduce consumption of water - see Castlegar Water Smart Action Plan for tips & ideas
• Build private walkways and driveways from permeable materials
• Participate in the planting and care of trees in neighbourhoods
• Participate in community stewardship organizations to enhance local parks
• Ensure homes can resist flooding by installing backflow valves and sloping the ground
away from the house
• Keep a 3-day emergency kit on hand in case of power outages, highway closures and
other weather emergencies

7.0 Final Thoughts
Climate change adaptation work is complex and challenging, but highly rewarding! Take
advantage of the learning and work completed by other communities. See Columbia Basin Trust
Climate Change Adaptation Resource Kit for a summary of lessons learned by topics at:
http://cbtadaptation.squarespace.com/.
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Tasks

Activities/Process

Appendix 1: Project workplan

1. Get Started
Project initiation

Council endorsement
CBT commitment letter
Agreement with CBT
Identify priority areas
Establish process
Establish a Steering Contact ICSP focus group
Contact others as per Council
Committee
requests
Determine TOR through SC survey
Introductory meeting
Plan for learning need
Bi‐monthly meetings
Develop and revise
Workplanning session
Determine outcomes and objectives
workplan
AC, SC feedback
Update for CBT reporting
Liaise with CBT coordinators
Managing/ sharing
Create and update wiki
information
Monthly coordinator telecons
Develop and revise outreach plan
Develop
communications plan; Project info and updates to City
outreach methods & website
Develop web survey
strategies
Create outreach materials
(newsletter, posters, ads)
Media releases for events
Radio interviews with visiting experts
2. Learn About Climate Change
Seek out Local
Gather at public events
Observations
Web‐based survey circulated thru
media release and SC

May ‐ Sep Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Timeline
Feb
Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Tasks

Activities/Process

3. Identify Priorities
Investigate Potential Review City plans and policies
SC/ public workshops
Impacts
City public works staff workshop
Participate in Rossland events
Visit from EC; review & sign
Agreement with
contracts
Engineers Canada
4. Assess Vulnerability and Risk
Assess risk &
SC and public workshops
vulnerability
Prepare & distribute RFP
PIEVC vulnerability
Engage consultant
assessment
Engagement and work plan
Establish Advisory Committee
Host PIEVC workshop
Monthly reports
Draft & finalised report
5. Develop Action Plan
Steering Committee & public
Determine and
prioritize actions
workshops
Project report
Draft & finalised report
6. Implement and Monitor Plan
OCP & DPAs; Subdivision bylaw;
Incorporate into
plans/ policies
DCCs
Implementation and Incorporate into Annual Municipal
monitoring strategies Report 2009/10
Submit Annual Progress Report to
CBT 2011 & 2012
7. Sharing the Learning
CBT reporting/
Written submissions
Telephone interviews
correspondence
Participate in AC, LN Webinar

Timeline
Oct
Nov
Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Appendix 2: Summary of public engagement exercises
Products

Description

City newsletters

Final project newsletter to be distributed at public locations in early August (City Hall, rec centre,
art gallery, library, clinics, grocery stores, etc)

Workshops

Feb 4 - ‘Climate change in Castlegar’
- community workshop by invitation/word of mouth
- presentations on the adaptation project, CACCI initiative, climate change projections and
impacts on infrastructure
- ‘World café’ style climate change impact mapping exercise/ round table discussion on climate
change impact on water, hydropower, buildings and food/agriculture
- Participants: 5 City Councillors & Mayor, 2 City staff, 4 SC members, ~30 members of the
public

Mar 18 - ‘Regional workshop on the climate change impacts on food’
- began organizing as a ‘vulnerability and risk assessment’ for Castlegar project, but merged into a
general ‘brainstorming’ session for all CACCI projects
- round-table sharing/ discussion on food and agricultural information, initiatives, concerns and
ideas; food & agriculture impact mapping in backyards, Kootenay region and globally
- Participants: 2 City staff, 2 SC members, 3 members of ‘local advisory team’, 6 CBT LN & TST
members, members from Rossland/ Kaslo projects and regional food security community
April 12 - ‘Introduction to PIEVC protocol’
- Regional workshop introducing the PIEVC Protocol risk assessment methodology
- Participants: 3 City staff, 2 LN members, 2 MoT staff, 3 PIEVC Advisory Committee members, 5
CBT support & TST, 2 community members (Castlegar engineers)
April 14 - ‘Youth & Sustainability Forum’
- one day forum for Castlegar and Basin community youth to discuss climate change adaptation
and sustainability issues
- conducted impact mapping on tourism, recreation and food/agriculture
- Participants: 3 City staff, 1 Councillor, ~ 25 youth
May 14 - ‘Climate change impacts on City works’
- workshop to introduce the climate change projections for Castlegar and identify the climate
change impacts on City roads, parks and the water system
- brainstorming on possible adaptation actions
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June 10 - ‘Vulnerability & risk assessment for water resources’
- roundtable discussion to assign sensitivity, adaptive capacity, consequence and probability for
water impacts
- climate change impacts identified at Feb 4 and May 14 events, research conducted by City staff
and verified by TST
- Participants: 1 City Councillor (SC member), 4 City staff (Director of Civic Works, Planner, CAO
+ coordinator), 2 SC members, 3 CBT support

July 14 - ‘PIEVC stormwater risk assessment workshop’
- presentations on PIEVC Protocol, Castlegar’s potentially vulnerable infrastructure and preliminary
climate projections by PCIC
- small group work to assign consequence and risk for climate-infrastructure interactions
- Participants: 4 City staff (Civic works department), 5 CBT support/LN/AC, 4 PIEVC advisory
committee members, consultants & observers (5)
July 16 - ‘Action planning for food and local agriculture’
- presentation on climate change projections and project findings to date
- framework for potential actions based on recommendations from online ‘vulnerability assessment’
survey results
- small groups gave feedback on actions and highlighted new actions
- Participants: 1 City Councillor, 2 City staff, 10 members of the public (3 ‘local advisory team’), 3
CBT support/ TST

Community
presentations

June 18 - presentation to Rotary breakfast club
- discussion on local climate change observations
- presentation on project process and findings
- Participants ~ 30 (2 Steering Committee members)
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Appendix 3: Definitions
Sensitivity = the degree to which systems are affected by changes in climate
Adaptive capacity = ability to accommodate changes in climate with minimal disruption and cost
+ what can the City do to adapt?
Low: Actions are difficult and costly to the City/ community.
Medium: Actions possible with some disruptions and/or costs to the City/community.
High: Actions possible with minimum disruptions and cost to the City/ community.
Vulnerability = who and what are vulnerable, to what stresses, in what way, and what capacity
exists to adapt to changing risks: a function of sensitivity x adaptive capacity.
Consequence = the seriousness or degree to which system will be affected, assuming the
projected change in climate comes about.
Low: Minor costs or inconvenience are possible. Very unlikely that loss of life or livelihood,
large financial costs to the City or the community or significant property or ecosystem
damage would occur.
Medium: Moderate costs or significance inconvenience is possible. Unlikely that loss of life
or livelihood, large financial costs to the City or community or significant property or
ecosystem damage would occur.
High: Possible or probable loss of life or livelihood, large financial costs or significant
property or ecosystem damage.
Probability = the likelihood of the risk occurring, assuming the projected change in climate
comes about.
Low: Probability of an ongoing or single event less than 30%; potential frequency of
occurrence of a single event once every 30+ years.
Medium: Probability of an ongoing or single event 30 - 60%; est. frequency of a single
event once every 5-30 years.
High: Probability of an ongoing or single event > 60%; est. frequency of a single events
once every <5 years to several x per year.
Risk = a function of probability x consequence
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CASTLEGAR WATER RESOURCES VULNERABILITY & RISK ASSESSMENT
workshop June 10, 2010

Appendix 4: Water Vulnerability & Risk Assessment

1) Background
PCIC Climate projections for Castlegar/ Columbia Basin
The overall climate change projections for the area are ‘hotter, dryer summers’ and ‘warmer wetter winters.’ This is due to:
• Increased mean temperatures year‐round
• Increased precipitation in the winter, with more precipitation falling as rain at low elevations and snow at higher elevations
• Decreased precipitation in the summer
• Earlier spring freshet, higher spring runoff
• More frequent extreme events
Overarching VRA questions:
• How might climate change impact water quality and quantity?
• How will climate change impact water demand?
• How might climate change and energy production interact to affect water availability?
• How will changing land use, land cover, and climate interact to impact regional hydrology and lake turbidity?
• How do current management practices and policies influence the community’s vulnerability to climate change?
• Current drawdowns occur in the winter months when the lake water column is circulating. This minimizes drawdown impacts
on the intake for municipal water. The position of the thermocline will be lowered by all drawdowns in the stratified summer
period. If the Arrow Lakes were drawn down for power generation in the May‐September period, surface water could reach
the intake depth more frequently. What would be the maximum drawdown that could keep the intake below the
thermocline? How would the behaviour of the current thermocline shift with climate change? How can this be monitored?
• In what scenario(s) of temperature increases and reduced summer precip would water temperatures increase sufficiently to
impact algae growth?
• Positioning the intake 2m above the bottom of the lake was recommended to avoid exposure to decomposition products. If
turbidity and seiches are exacerbated/ more frequent due to more extreme events, is this 2m zone still relatively safe? What
other factors can affect this decomposition exposure (i.e. how much more debris from logging would have to be present to
make a measurable difference)?
• Uncertainty about changes to glacier flows and how this may impact water quality and quantity ‐ have flows abated yet, and
when is this likely to occur?

Subsector
risk

Current risks/
stresses

Future climate change
impact/ opportunity

Sensi‐
tivity
(H/L)

Adaptive capacity +
(H, M, L) ‐ current and future

Vulner‐ Conse‐
ability
quence
(S x AC) (H, M, L)

Med ‐ City planning for 1% annual
growth (up to MDD 1,200 L/day/
capita for total of 25.3 MLD. City has
right to 55MLD at Celgar intake
‐ City is ramping up ‘Water Smart’
initiative to increase awareness
about water‐saving techniques
‐ Educate homeowners and develop‐
ment community about xeriscaping;
showcase City initiatives (signage)
‐ Require top soil added to
residential development where
lawns are used through building/
development permit process

M

Low ‐ Med
‐ City can develop DPA
(development permit area)
guidelines for ‘firesmarting’

L

Probability
(Hi, Med,
Low)

Risk
(C x P)

Hi ‐ without
action;

M*

DEMAND: Residential, commercial, institutional
Increased
residential
demand

Increased
demand for
fire flows,
potentially
over‐
whelming
capacity

High summer
peak demand;
Maximum
daily demand
(MDD) is 455
litres per
person per
day (lpd) c.f.
BC average
426; EU ~160

Decreased summer
precipitation and higher
summer temperatures
may cause significant
residential use increase
and increased capital
and operating costs to
the City to meet
demand

H

Current fire
flow require‐
ments set by
insurance
industry;
Castlegar fire
season
currently 28
days (danger
class 4‐5)

Increased summer temps
may increase wildfire
severity in Castlegar’s
interface areas and
overwhelm the City’s
water resources by
increased fireflows

L

‐ City can explore dual water
systems for fire flows (new
subdivision regulation for 2 pipes ‐
treated and untreated water)

M

H
Low ‐ with
action
(subject to
water
reduction
initiatives)

H

Low ‐ Fire
season projected
to incr. by 38‐52
days (by 2080s),
but less so in the
SW basin.
Most recom‐
mendations
from City’s
wildfire
protection plan
have been
implemented

without
water
reduc‐
tion
strategy

M*
Provided
WPP
recom‐
menda‐
tions
fully
impleme
nted

Increased
park
irrigation
demand

Current use
unknown as
only some
parks are
metered

Subsector
risk

Increased summer
temperatures and less
summer precip may
increase irrigation
needs for City parks

H

High
‐ City can opt to maintain some
parks and not others
‐ City can optimize irrigation
‐ Soils can be amended to increase
water retention
‐ City can plant drought resistant
lawn seed, turf and dryscape/
xeriscape

Current risks/
stresses

Future climate change
impact/ opportunity

Sensi‐
tivity
(H, L)

Adaptive capacity +
(H, M, L) ‐ current and future

Temperature
currently
ranges from 6
to 10 degrees
at the intake.
Nutrient
(phosphorous)
loading may
have caused
algae blooms
in 2007 & 09;
organic
materials
periodically
enter the
water system

Temperature increases
and reduced summer
precipitation may
increase water
temperatures, which
could drop the
thermocline and
increase algae blooms
to the point of critically
reduced water quality

H

Med
‐ City currently logs water temps;
can monitor for a critical temp
threshold to activate response
‐ City is currently accumulating
reserves for filtration
‐ City can request MoE submit
monthly water quality samples
‐ City can implement nutrient
flushing program
‐ Can add monitoring devices on
intake (thermister/ ‘Eckman grab’)
in concert with other maintenance/
research exercises
‐ City can look into adding finer
filtration at intake

M

L

Vulner‐ Conse‐
ability
quence
(S x AC) (H, M, L)

H

L

Probability
(Hi, Med,
Low)

Risk
(C x P)

L

M

WATERSHED
Critically
reduced
water
quality:
algae
blooms

M

H ‐ City
should
monitor
houseboat
activity, as
this can
exacerbate
the problem
‐ filtration
capital
estimated
$20 million

Subsector
risk
Increased
turbidity

Reduced
water
quantity

Reduced
water
quantity

Current risks/
stresses

Future climate change
impact/ opportunity

Occasionally an
issue due to
seches and
during spring
freshet

Projected increase in
extreme events, higher
winds, Mtn Pine beetle
damage and winter
precip falling as rain at
low elevations may
cause erosion and
consistently increased
turbidity
Water levels
Increased summer temp
and decreased summer
fluctuate
regularly due
precipitation may
to changing
increase US demand for
demands
hydro generation and
(15‐20m draw‐ lead to critically low
downs; annual reservoir levels in late
range from 418 summer
to 441 masl).
Daily level can
fluctuate as
high as 3m

Increased temperatures
may increase evapo‐
ration in late summer
and decrease water
levels
(Cranbrook expected 30‐
60 % decline by 2080)

Sensi‐
Adaptive capacity +
tivity
(H, M, L) ‐ current and future
(H,M,L)
H
Low
‐ City currently takes advantage of
filtration deferral through IHA
because of low turbidity
‐ Costs for filtration is high
‐ City can request referrals from
Ministry of Forests and Ministry of
Energy and Mines for development
activity in Arrow Lake
H
L

Vulner‐ Conse‐
ability
quence
(S x AC) (H, M, L)
M
H
‐filtration
costs is
very high

Probability
(Hi, Med,
Low)
L

Risk
(C x P)
M

H

H

H

H

L

L

L

L

‐ City has no jurisdiction over
Columbia River Treaty obligations
‐ See above actions to address
demand side management

L

L

‐ This impact considered to have
such low sensitivity to impacting
the community that no further
analysis is required.

Subsector

Current risks/
stresses

Future climate change
impact/ opportunity

Sensi‐
tivity
(H, L)

Projected increase in
summer temperatures
and reduced summer
precipitation/ stream‐
flows may increase
water temperatures and
cause more frequent
algae blooms and thus
more accumulated
biofilm clogging filters
and complaints from
residents
Increased algae blooms
causing potential for
THM (trihelomethane)
production, a known
health hazard

H

Less snow at low
elevation may cause
deeper frost penetration
and increased freeze/
thaw cycles and more
frequent damage to
pipes (‘bursting’)

H

Adaptive capacity +
(H, M, L) ‐ current and future

Vulner‐ Conse‐
ability
quence
(S x AC) (H, M, L)

Probability
(Hi, Med,
Low)

Risk
(C x P)

H

M

H

H

INFRASTRUCTURE
Aesthetic
hazard to
distribution
system
(biofilm
acccumula‐
tion
causing
filter
obstruction
)

City currently
flushes mains
regularly as
build up can
occur over
time ;
currently there
is a maximum
acceptable
level of algae
in system

Health
Currently
hazard in
there is an
distribution acceptable
system
level of algae
in system
Under‐
ground
pipe
breakage

Pipes are
designed to
withstand
expected
seasonal
freeze/ thaw

Med

L

‐ City can increase flushing regime
‐ Current flow velocity insufficient
to fully dispel build up, but City can
implement UDF (uni‐directional
flushing) program

Low
(potential
complaints
for ‘musty’
odour)
(low cost
to main‐
taining
filters)

H

Medium

L‐M

H

H

H

‐ City may consider DAF ‘Dissolved
Air Flotation treatment’
‐ See above adaptation actions
Med ‐ City currently deals with pipe
breakage as a maintenance issue
‐ City can increase replacement of
Asbestos Cement (AC) pipes, which
are more susceptible ‐ 53% of all
pipes are AC are located in older
areas (north zone, Kinnaird and
developments from 1950s to 60s)

L‐H
* Uncertain
whether this is
likely to increase
or decrease,
depending on
whether frost
penetration is
offset by higher
mean temps

M*
Should
monitor
to verify

Subsector
risks
Road
disruptions

Flooding

Current risks/
stresses

Future climate change
impact/ opportunity

City already
deals with
broken mains
and traffic
disruptions

Pipe breakage (see
previous impact) may
cause flooding to trans‐
portation infrastructure
(rail, roads, etc) and
disrupt traffic flow(s)

City has
already dealt
with flooding
in private
properties

Pipe breakage (see
above) may cause
increased flooding in
private properties

Sensi‐
tivity
(H, L)
H

Adaptive capacity +
(H, M, L) ‐ current and future
High

Vulner‐ Conse‐
ability
quence
(S x AC) (H, M, L)
L
L

Med

M

‐ City workers already prepared to
deal with flooding as maintenance
issue

L‐M
‐ Cost of
clean up
relatively
low

‐ Costs likely to increase as
occurrence increases
Pumping
infrastruc‐
ture failure

Pumps already
occasionally
exceed
redundant
capacity

Increased summer
temps may cause
increased demand, and
potentially cause water
pumps to malfunction
from demand exceeding
design capacity

H

Med
‐ City can replace pumps at medium
expense
‐ Insurance requires City to comply
with fire flows recommended by
Fire Fighter’s Underwriting Survey

Risk
(C x P)
M

* Uncertain
whether this is
likely to increase
or decrease,
depending on
whether frost
penetration is
offset by higher
mean temps

‐ City can re‐route traffic

H

Probability
(Hi, Med,
Low)
L‐M

Med

L‐H

L‐M
* Uncertain
whether this is
likely to increase
or decrease,
depending on
whether frost
penetration is
offset by higher
mean temps

Med

L*
Should
monitor
to verify
trends

M

Subsector

Current risks/
stresses

Future climate change
impact/ opportunity

Sensi‐
tivity
(H, L)
H

Extreme
weather
damage to
reservoirs,
pump
stations,
treatment
plant

Above ground
infrastructure
already
subject to
hazards

Projected increase in
extreme weather may
cause damage to
infrastructure (i.e.
downed trees, flooding,
erosion)

Fire
damage to
reservoirs,
pump
stations,
treatment
plant

Pumphouses
and reservoirs
in fire prone
areas

Longer and more
extreme fire season
increasing fire damage
to infrastructure

H

Disruptions
to power
availability

Power outages Projected increase in
occur
extreme weather may
periodically
cause more damage to
power infrastructure or
more frequent power
outages, potentially
disrupting water
provision

H

Adaptive capacity +
(H, M, L) ‐ current and future
High
‐ City is currently assessing hazards
and securing areas

Vulner‐ Conse‐
ability
quence
(S x AC) (H, M, L)
L
H

Probability Risk
(Hi, Med,
(C x P)
Low)
L with action M *
H without
action

High
‐ City can prioritize fire‐smarting
and other hazard removal on crew
maintenance schedules

L

High
‐ City currently is able and expects
to continue to be able to continue
operating system with portable
generators

L

H

L with action
H without
action

L

L

H
without
actions

M
H
without
actions

L*
‐ City
should
continue
to
ensure
back up
power
supply

Appendix 5: Sensitivity Assessment for Food & Ag
Castlegar Food and Local Agriculture “Sensitivity Assessment”
‘Sensitivity to climate change’ is defined as whether the system will be significantly affected by
projected changes in climate. The following questions factor into the sensitivity of a system.
•
•
•
•
•
•

How exposed is the system to the impacts of climate change?
Is the system subject to existing stress?
Will climate change cause the demand for a resource to exceed its supply?
Does the system have limiting factors that may be affected by climate change?
For plant and animal species, are they currently located near the edge or lowest
elevation portion of their range? (Species located near the edge or at the lowest
elevation portion of their range are likely to be most sensitive to warming.)
What is the “impact threshold” associated with the system? All systems have an
associated impact threshold after which sensitivity to climate conditions increase.

System current and
expected stresses

Potential impacts of projected
climate changes to 2030s
(without preparedness action)

Projected change in stresses
(without preparedness
action)

Sensitivity to
climate
change

Backyard gardening
dealing with insects ‐
more

Increased summer temperatures
and higher overall average annual
temps may lead to an increase of
harmful insects or pest populations
and may decrease crop yields

Likely to get worse, but
gardeners anecdotally deal
with new pests, which can
vary drastically depending
on the year

low ‐ medium

dealing with insects ‐
new

Increased temps may enable a
northward migration of pests to
which the area is not accustomed,
potentially decreasing yields

Likely to get worse, but
adaptability of new pests to
Castlegar climate unknown

medium

dealing with insects ‐
beneficial

Increased temps increase
pollinator populations and
beneficial insects leading to
increased yields

Gardeners rely on
pollinators for some crops,
but to which degree is
highly questionable

low/
speculative

taking advantage of
increased
productivity

Higher summer temperatures will
result in longer growing season
and increased yields

Likely to improve

high

taking advantage of
new crops

Longer growing season ‐ new crop Likely to improve
opportunities and increased yields

high

coping with water &
irrigation needs

coping with chilling
requirements

Less summer precipitation and
increased summer temps may
increase water and irrigation
needs, putting stresses on the
water system
Increased temps ‐ chilling
requirements not met, potentially
decreasing fruit & nut crops yields
Higher annual temps causing
earlier budding and late dormancy
may subject crops to more frost
damage and decreasing yields

Change in water and
low
irrigation needs relatively
negligible vis‐à‐vis City water
system

Increased temps and reduced
summer precip causing changes to
soil organisms and reducing or
increasing crop yields

Highly speculative

low

Likely to get worse

high

Highly speculative

low

Speculative / a few degrees
difference negligible

low ‐ med

Speculative / a few degrees
difference negligible

low ‐ med

Likely to get worse

high

Speculative

low

productivity:
costs

Less summer precipitation likely to Speculative
reduce availability of grass feed for
livestock, and thus increasing costs
for farmers

low

productivity:
overall lands

Increased wildfire risk reduce use
of agricultural lands and reduced
productivity

low

coping with frost
damage

coping with soil
matters

REGIONAL GROWING
productivity:
Increased summer temps causing
livestock
heat stress on livestock and
decreasing productivity
productivity:
Increased winter temps resulting in
livestock
earlier livestock activity and
increased productivity
productivity:
Reduced summer precip will
crops
reduce water (rainfall) available for
crops ‐ decreasing crop
productivity for non‐irrigated
lands
productivity:
Reduced summer precipitation will
costs
likely increase the need for
irrigation and increasing costs for
farmers

Speculative

productivity:
crops

Less snowpack at low elevations
Highly speculative
may lead to higher deer population
and increased predation on crops,
thus decreasing yields and
reducing productivity

low

productivity:
crops

Les snowpack at low elevations
likely to mean less insulation for
crops and greater frost
penetration, leading to more crop
damage and decreased yields
Increased cloud cover reduces
greenhouse capacity and reduces
productivity
Increased summer temps may
increase storage problems for
vendors and increasing costs/
decreasing profits
Increased summer temps may
cause discomfort for customers
and decrease profits for vendors
Reduced snowpack at low
elevations improves hunting
opportunities
Increased temps increases warm
water fish species availability and
improving fishing opportunities

Likely to get worse

high

Research is unclear whether
climate change will increase
or decrease cloud cover
Speculative

low

Speculative

low

Speculative

low

Not likely in 20 year time
frame

low

hunting / gathering

Increased temps reduce cold water Not likely in 20 year time
fish species availability and
frame
reducing fishing opportunities

low

food availability

More extreme weather (summer‐
fires; winter‐ avalanches/
mudslides) causing disruptions to
transportation routes ‐ less food
available for purchase

Likely to increase

high

food availability and
costs

Decreased availability of global
crops may increase the demand
for local products and potentially
increase profits for farmers

Likely to increase

high

productivity: green‐
houses
farmers market

farmers market

hunting / gathering

hunting / gathering

low

GLOBAL FOOD PRODUCTION
local costs
Temp increases and precipitation
shifts in other parts of the world
may result in less food available
for purchase from outside the
region/ increased food costs

Likely to increase

high

food availability

Increased CO2 concentrations
could stimulate photo‐synthesis
resulting in a fertilizing effect on
many crops increasing crop yields
to offset global decreases

Uncertain

local costs

Increased frequency and severity
of extreme events causing
disruptions to food production,
processing and distribution,
resulting in higher food prices
locally
Extreme events in important
growing regions (droughts,
hurricanes) could cause temporary
shortages of some foods

Likely to increase

high

Likely to increase

high

food availability

Increased CO2 causing increased
ocean acid‐ification, decreasing
fish and seafood availability

Likely to increase

high

food availability

Indirect effects of climate change
(political unrest, increased energy
costs, economic collapse) result in
reduced food supply to the region

Uncertain

food availability

Appendix 6: Food & Ag Vulnerability Assessment and Action Planning

Adaptive capacity
Food &
agriculture
issue

+ climate stress =
potential impacts

Possible actions

DIRECT IMPACTS ‐ Backyard and community gardens
coping with Higher annual temps may
‐ research and plant new and more adaptable/ cold
frost
cause earlier budding and
tolerant crop varieties
damage
late dormancy and subject
‐ row covers, indoor greenhouses
crops to more frost
‐ research into new watering/fertilizing regimes
damage and decreased
‐ implement ‘citizen science’ monitoring program
yields for families and
where individuals maintain records of plant bloom
households
phenology of crop trees/shrub, and provide
baseline info for further actions (e.g., do we need to
begin exploring new species to grow in our area;
are there more ‘hearty’ varieties of those plants
that could be grown – e.g., varieties that were
developed to be grown in cold climates with shorter
growing seasons
taking
Higher average
‐ Multi‐cropping; new, longer season varieties
advantage
temperatures may result in ‐ Succession planting or intensive cropping
of
longer growing seasons and ‐ Ensuring that experimentation does not increase
increased
potentially increased crop
water usage
productivity yields and food types for
‐ encouraging backyard gardening and growing
families and households
adaptable varieties
‐ encouraging people to ‘trade’ produce amongst
themselves (i.e., reviving the barter system).
‐ Encouraging mainstream grocers to carry local
foods
Changes to Higher overall
‐ encourage pollinators such as bees through
pollinator
temperatures may
plantings and bee homes

Can we do
it? who will
do it?
Sure, if we
have
information
and
dedication

Challenges/ Barriers

‐ Availability of
appropriate varieties
‐ Crop knowledge
‐ time spent for new
perennial species to get
to maturity or to
research potential
‐ lack of funds from the
community
‐ Agricultural extension
by provincial and federal
ministries of agriculture

Should be
encouraged
; need an
organiza‐
tion to
champion

‐ understanding of crops
‐ water usage
‐ learning new growing
‐ soil capacities/
maintenance
‐ greater awareness of
the importance of
supporting local food

Yes, but
need to

‐ lack of awareness of
health impacts of

Are
we
vulne
rable?

Y

Y

populations

negatively affect pollinators
needed for food growing,
and thus reduce
productivity
DIRECT IMPACTS: Regional growing
less
Projected reduced
snowpack
snowpack at low elevations
for
will likely mean less
insulation
insulation for crops and
greater frost penetration,
leading to more crop
damage and decreased
yields

increased
need for
irrigation

extreme
weather
events

‐ reduce (“broad‐spectrum) insecticide use
‐ providing better cover/cooling for pollinators
‐ research better adapted pollinators

adopt new
manageme
nt practices

pesticides
‐ lack of awareness of
the role of pollinators

‐ mulching for insulation
‐ local seed more adapted to this area
‐ finding more tolerant species; developing new
growing/insulating techniques
‐

‐ research
and
education

‐ education
‐ costs/ having enough
trees for leaf mulching
on the land/ in the yard,
but neighbours seem
willing to give up leaves!
‐ difficulty finding warm‐
tolerant (summer) and
frost tolerant (winter)

Projected lower summer
precipitation may reduce
water available for crops,
and potentially decrease
crop productivity for non‐
irrigated lands

‐ encourage drought‐tolerant planting
‐ capture rain water
‐ encourage mulching
‐ give farmers first rights on water
‐ utilize permaculture practices to conserve and re‐
use water
‐ reuse gray water
‐ provide irrigation for farm lands

Through
policy
changes
and
infrastruc‐
ture
develop‐
ment

‐ limited knowledge base
‐ limitations on building
code
‐ limited awareness
‐ expense of irrigation
systems

Projected increases in
extreme weather events
(fires, flooding, mudslides)
may cause damage to
regional crops and
therefore reduced crop
productivity

‐ permaculture practices to minimize soil damage
‐ increase cultivated land, diversify crops, increase
urban farms, food not lawns, land sharing for
growing crops
‐ interregional exchanges ‐ what crops would be
affected other than forests?
‐ Assure that valley bottom lands & adjacent

Through
awareness
and general
prepared‐
ness of the
local food
system

‐ getting folks to see
lawn as "the enemy #1"
‐ difficulty in changing
attitudes and
entrenched practices
‐ low returns for
agriculture

Y

Y

Y

Y

terraces are not rendered unproductive through
agriculturally non‐compatible development
INDIRECT IMPACTS: Global and regional food supplies
regional
Projected increases in
‐ grow, and distribute as much food as possible
disruptions extreme weather events
locally, Community supported agriculture(CSA's)
to
(fires, avalanches, floods,
‐ food preservation, emergency supplies, food
transport‐
mudslides) may cause more storage techniques
‐ alternate route identification?
tation
disruptions to
routes for
transportation routes, and
‐ Assure that land near our communities & within
food
less food available for
the ALR is maintained in a free to grow state
distribution purchase
‐

global
disruptions
to food
production

Direct effects (projected
temperature increases,
precipitation shifts and
increased frequency and
severity of extreme events)
and indirect effects
(political unrest, carbon
taxes, increased energy
costs, economic collapse)
may cause disruptions to
food production, processing
and distribution, and may
result in less food available
for purchase from outside
region or higher food costs
locally

If we start
protecting
ag land and
supporting
local foods

‐ produce and process(preserve) food locally
If we
(CSA's), Co‐ops
collaborate
‐ See previous plus seasonal diet adaptation. Local
regionally
meat and eggs and dairy CSA's, Co‐op's, support
local production and preservation
‐ CSA, Co‐ops, Grow your own, permaculture
practices that are less energy dependant
‐ we will have to be flexible enough to make rapid
change, yet have the foresight to plan for the future
‐ try to adapt to growing more ourselves and
encouraging farmers markets to sell local food

‐ loss of arable land due
to urban growth
‐ lack of urgency
‐ unpredictability
‐ ALR exclusions ‐ need
to work with
commissioners
‐ cost is always a barrier
(perhaps if food costs
rise sharply people
would be more willing to
try growing food)
‐ Leadership of local
government when food
is not considered a local
jurisdiction

Y

Y

GOAL: To enhance the capacity of the community of Castlegar and surrounding area in the short term to cope with the DIRECT impacts of climate change (less
snowpack for insulation, increased need for irrigation, extreme weather events and frost damaging crops, increased pests and decreased pollinators) in order to
improve household access to food and regional production.
ACTION ITEM
(Please note, the numbers
below action indicates
number of priority votes at
community workshop)

COST
h = > $50,000
med = $10000‐
$50,000
low = < $10000

LEAD &
KEY STAKE‐
HOLDERS

URGENCY/OPPORTUNITY
high ‐ do now, implement
medium ‐ More info needed
low ‐ not important now

OTHER NOTES/ BENEFITS?
‐ builds partnerships
‐ complements other community initiatives

1. research and plant
highly adaptable/ cold
tolerant crop varieties
(6)

HIGH

‐ Community Futures
‐ AG Canada/ NRCAN
‐ Selkirk College/ UBC‐
Okanagan
‐ PCIC

HIGH
‐ Start research now to use in
future

‐ Some info likely available ‐ see research from government‐run
‘experimental farms’ (Ag Canada)
‐ USDA crop info data
‐ Small and large scale growers

2. diversify crops,
succession planting and
intensive cropping

LOW

‐ KLAS
‐ KFSS
‐ gardening clubs

MEDIUM ‐ based on research
results from 1
HIGH ‐ start now to diversify

‐ Begin crop diversification now, change based on new research
(iterative)

3. maintain and build
soil and research non‐
fossil fuel based
fertilizers
(3)
4. citizen‐based
program to monitor
crop behaviour and
provide baseline info
for further research (1)

LOW ‐
MED

‐ KLAS, KFSS
‐ gardening clubs

HIGH ‐ easy to start now

LOW

‐ Growers
‐ CBT ‐ State of the
Basin

HIGH ‐ could be done rapidly if
value is acknowledged ‐ ties into
#1 & #2

‐ soil is easily damaged by lack of proper maintenance
‐ more information should be available to residents on soils
‐ consider requiring developments to add topsoil for residential
construction
‐ research into availability of compost from local mills
‐ look into creating supportive software like an ‘iPhone App’
‐ central site for documenting information is needed
‐ NRCAN ‐ Great Lakes Forestry Centre may have an app ‐ look into
this
‐ educate to keep records & submit to monitoring body

HIGH

‐ City, RDCK
‐ CBT
‐universities
‐growers & growing
organizations
‐building community

HIGH

5. research and
implement water
conservation program
(1)

‐ link education and awareness to ‘Water Smart’ initiative and water
metering
‐ no regrets adaptation ‐ should do anyway
‐ new residential and commercial construction should have water
reducing requirements
‐ mulching, give farmers first rights on water, utilize permaculture
practices to conserve and redirect water (planting terraces on
contour, swales), utilize gray water

6. encourage
pollinators through
plantings bee habitats,
building bee homes and
discouraging
insecticide/ pesticide
use
(8)

LOW ‐
MED

‐ KFSS
‐ pollinator experts
‐ naturalist groups
‐ target children &
garden clubs

HIGH ‐ important to get
information out into the general
public

‐ build public awareness and education (workshops, media,
handouts) about different types and role of bees
‐ train the trainer workshops ‐ work with KFSS to disseminate
‐ Ministry of Agriculture and Geo BC mapping extension?
‐ works with youth ‐ 4H clubs

7. use seasonal climate
predictions

LOW ‐
MED

‐ growers
‐ KFSS, KLAS
‐ gardening clubs
‐ PCIC

HIGH ‐ as soon as possible

‐ Env Canada issues this information free of charge
‐ can be done today ‐ information is already available
‐ observe changes (public awareness) year to year
‐ PCIC could assist growers to quantify value and use of predictions

HIGH

‐ Growers associations
‐ City
‐ RDCK

LOW

‐ Build adaptive capacity, expensive to start
‐ Research into future heat sources, i.e. geothermal heating (carbon
neutral operations is important)
‐ City regulations ‐ i.e. zoning bylaws to encourage

(5)
8. promote the use of
row covers,
greenhouses
(5)

Goal: To enhance the capacity of the community of Castlegar and surrounding area to cope with the indirect impacts of climate change (disruptions to transportation routes
for food distribution, global disruptions to food production and transportation) by growing, processing, storing and consuming more food locally and ensuring that the
community has enough emergency supplies.

ACTION ITEM

COST
h = > $50,000
med = $10000‐
$50,000
low = < $10000

LEAD &
KEY STAKE‐HOLDERS

URGENCY/OPPORTUNITY
high ‐ do now, implement
medium ‐ More info needed
low ‐ not important now

OTHER NOTES/ BENEFITS?
‐ builds partnerships
‐ complements other community initiatives

Community supported
agriculture(CSA's)
(1)

LOW

‐ City/ RDCK
‐ KFSS

HIGH ‐ need to support
farmers
MEDIUM ‐ conduct a
marketing survey

‐ contact farmers to determine interest level
‐ unclear if CSA structure is attractive on large scales
‐ survey of farmers

encourage households
to have emergency
supplies

LOW

‐ Bear Aware/ harvest
rescue
‐ Neighbourhood watch
‐ Red Cross/ Community
Social Services
‐ Fire Department
‐ Seniors groups
(Kootenay Columbia
Seniors Housing Coop for
expertise?)
‐ KFSS
‐ KFSS
‐ local schools
‐ local food retailers
‐ farmers
‐ City
‐ RDCK/ MoA

HIGH ‐ many recent
examples, expected
increase in food prices

‐ update Emergency Management Plan (City does not have
household emergency plan, but does have high level emerg plan)
‐ see Courtenay/ Comox model for community level emergency
planning outreach in partnership with St. John’s Ambulance

HIGH ‐ many recent
examples, expected
increase in food prices

‐ tap into existing expertise from seniors
‐ develop programs for identifying knowledge and skills clusters
‐ Rossland supports “building connections” ‐ food security
seniors’ group with meeting space

HIGH ‐ can do now

‐ this has a number of co‐benefits: supporting local farms,
encouraging food preservation and health benefits

HIGH

‐ soil mapping is available, but data is not high quality ‐ need to
look at property ownership as well ‐ would individuals with high
quality land consider conversion or rental for food production?
‐ protect prime agricultural lands from development

HIGH ‐ continue to build
on existing farmers
market

‐ look into another venue ‐ perhaps Pioneer Arena?
‐ distribution is an issue for farmers ‐ need a ‘middle man’ to bring
the foods to farmers markets
‐ harvest season is short (8‐12 weeks)

(1)
promote awareness of
food preservation and
storage techniques

LOW

encourage ‘the joy’ of
seasonal eating
(1)

LOW

identify viable
agricultural lands to
protect
(6)

HIGH

promote viability of
farmers market/ expand
season and products
(1)

LOW

‐ City
‐ United Church
‐ backyard gardeners
‐ farmers

‐ consider supporting market at a ‘cultural experience’ (food,
music, community) ‐ look as economic development
‐ encourage backyard gardeners to participate
encourage backyard
gardening and gardens
instead of lawns

LOW

‐ City
‐ KFSS/ garden clubs
‐ Communities in Bloom
‐ Selkirk College
Continuing Education
‐ IHA

HIGH ‐ can be done
relatively easily

integrate food into
school programs

LOW ‐ MED

HIGH

promote sharing land for
growing crops, including
City parks and City‐
owned lands)

LOW ‐ HIGH
(depending
on insurance
costs)

‐ City to work with School
Trustees
‐ BC Ag Council
KFSS
‐ City

HIGH

HIGH

‐ City & RDCK

HIGH

start a local food Co‐op

HIGH

‐ KLAS

LOW ‐ not critical now

provide resources for
education and outreach
programs
(9)
permit the keeping of
laying hens in the City
(2)

LOW

‐ City

HIGH

MED

‐ City

HIGH – easy to
implement

(5)

(2)
secure access to water
supply
(2)

‐ Re‐skilling needs to be focus for those who are interested ‐
question is how to motivate interest? Perhaps offer classes,
continuing ed programs, garden tours, etc.
‐ Consider IHA as a possible partner around food & health
‐ hospitals, schools should be targets for this ‐ changing mentality
is a challenge
‐ Rossland mentor program is goof for sharing knowledge for new
growers
‐ higher cost if school builds a greenhouse, otherwise costs are
fairly low
‐ get kids involved in local harvesting in the fall and growing food
in the schools
‐ can provide municipal tax break for growing in backyards
‐ potential City costs/ concerns are insurance, water availability,
suitability of lands

‐ this includes economic and security of future water supply for all
food production
‐ can irrigated water be supplied to ranchers in Ootischenia (for
example)?
‐ purpose of food co‐op is to create a place to offer locally grown
food
‐ perhaps Nelson Co‐op already serves this need?
‐ buying co‐ops make more sense
‐ Education and outreach was identified as an action item for
many of the above and involves the same leads/ champions/
stakeholders ‐ should provide core funding for KFSS
‐ With proper education of interested residents, can provide a
valuable skills‐building opportunity and increased household/
community food security

